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We are happy to be back in Vienna with the 56th edition of the ERSA Congress. Under the umbrella topic ‘Cities & Regions: Smart, Sustainable, Inclusive?’, we are once more bringing together hundreds of young and senior researchers to stimulate regional science research with the exchange of the state-of-the-art developments in the field. With our world-class Congress hosting numerous prominent scholars, we are proud to continue to be the leader in Regional Science Conferences.

As in the previous editions, we are proud to receive an overwhelming answer of young researchers including many Ph.D Students and be entrusted with their contributions. On Thursday, 25 August, we very much invite you to attend the presentations of these promising talented researchers during the Young Scientists Sessions. The ERSA Epainos Award will recognise the most ambitious and innovative research presented by the young generation. Do not miss these Refereed Sessions!

President Foreword

Let me also take this opportunity to share with you our enthusiasm for ERSA’s networking connections and collaboration with renowned international institutions like the EU or EIB as well as with other associations. We truly believe that the impact of our research on society can be stronger by fostering links between academia and policy institutions.

With our REGIO/ERSA Lecture Series launched in 2015 and continuing this year, we welcome the attendance of institutions representatives willing to learn and exchange with our academics on acute topics relevant for regions. Moreover, in the framework of the 2016 European Week of Regions and Cities (previously named Open Days), we are proud to renew the last year’s successful experience and organise the 2017 EU Master Class in collaboration with AESOP and RSA.

On behalf of the ERSA Board, I would like to express my personal gratitude to the Local Organising Committee and particularly to its Chairperson Prof. Gunther Maier, for compiling this impressive scientific programme including Pre-Congress Workshops and Technical Excursions. Finally, let me also extend my special thanks to the WU University of Economics and Business and all sponsors for their support to make this event possible.

In this exceptional architectural setting of the WU Campus, I wish you a pleasant stay and fruitful participation in the 56th ERSA Congress with your colleagues and friends!

Jouke van Dijk
Professor and President of the European Regional Science Association (ERSA)
Welcome to Vienna
Welcome to Vienna! After eighteen years the ERSA congress returns to the capital city of Austria. Things have changed quite substantially since 1998, when the ERSA congress last was in Vienna and at WU, the Vienna University of Economics and Business. The ERSA congresses have grown in numbers of participants and are nowadays about twice as large as in 1998. WU built a new campus which offers excellent facilities and quickly turned into a tourist attraction as well as a site for university administrators to visit since the university moved in three years ago. Vienna benefitted from the Eastern enlargements of the European Union in 2004 and 2007 and moved from the periphery toward the center of Europe. After decades of declining population numbers Vienna is nowadays a growing city. Its population increased by 40,000 just in the year 2015 and is moving quickly toward the 2 mio. level.

A city growing that quickly needs substantial investments as well as careful management in order not to destroy its natural heritage and its social fabric. In the ERSA congress we will visit some of the hotspots of this development in our technical excursions. Our visits to „Seestadt aspern“, the largest urban development project in Vienna, and to „Nationalpark Lobau“, the national park reaching across the city boundaries, are just the two extremes. The political and social aspects of Vienna's growing population which is mainly due to immigration from abroad, will be dealt with in the excursion to „Magda's Hotel“, a project aiming toward the integration of refugees. But, despite of all these changes, Vienna is still the city of baroque castles and churches, of „Ringstraße“ architecture, of Otto Wagner and Adolf Loos, as well as the city that has been elected „most livable city“ for years in a row. We hope that despite of the tight academic program that we organized for you, you will be able to visit some of those sights and to experience the unique flair of Vienna.

WU, the university hosting ERSA 2016, has modernized substantially since 1998. This process is most visible in the new campus which you will experience first-hand during the congress. The buildings are not only functional and visually impressive, they are also „green“ according to the DGNB standard. Participants of the „Green Building Cluster“ excursion will get a deeper insight into what that means.

Although ERSA 2016 is held at WU, it is not just a WU-congress. Other regional science institutions in Vienna are represented in the LOC and have contributed substantially to the organization of the congress. With the theme „Cities and Regions: Smart, Sustainable, Inclusive?“ we connect the congress to the main themes of discussion in the EU. It echoes the main elements of the EU’s 2020 strategy which was adopted six years ago. The question mark in the congress theme points toward the need for critical reflection, analysis, and evaluation. It is our task as researchers to provide this critical view.

ERSA 2016 does not only want to talk about sustainability it also tries to act sustainably. For the first time in ERSA history this congress seeks certification as a „green conference“. Participants will experience this in numerous ways: from catering to the lack of giveaways, from reliance on public transport to the use of our web app. We hope that you will appreciate these innovations and will enjoy the congress, the venue, and the city.

Many thanks
Gunther Maier
Chair of the Local Organizing Committee
Welcome to the 56th ERSA Congress*,
Vienna
23–26 August 2016

ERSA and the Local Organising Committee
wish you
a pleasant and inspiring participation!
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* The ERSA 2016 Congress is organized as a green meeting, which implies efforts to keep the ecological impact of the congress to a minimum by avoiding unnecessary trash, using recyclable materials, public transportation, sustainable buildings, etc. You are invited to have a hand in this endeavour and take into account environment-friendly options in planning your participation.
# Programme Overview

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Tuesday 23 August</th>
<th>Wednesday 24 August</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration desk working hours</td>
<td>08.00 - 18.00</td>
<td>08.00 - 18.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration desk location</td>
<td>Building LC</td>
<td>Building LC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09.00 - 10.30</td>
<td>Pre-Congress Workshops A &amp; B 09.00-12.00</td>
<td>Parallel sessions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.30 - 11.00</td>
<td>Coffee break</td>
<td>Technical Excursion A 09.00-12.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.00 - 12.30</td>
<td>Parallel sessions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.30 - 14.00</td>
<td>Break 12.00 - 13.00 No lunch prepared</td>
<td>Lunch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.00 - 15.30</td>
<td>Pre-Congress Workshops C, D &amp; E 13.00-16.00</td>
<td>Parallel sessions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.30 - 16.00</td>
<td>EOC meeting (invitation only) 13:00-16:00</td>
<td>Parallel sessions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.00 - 17.30</td>
<td>Opening Ceremony Keynote Speaker: Edward Glaeser 16.15-18.15</td>
<td>Parallel sessions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evening</td>
<td>Welcome Reception 18.15 - 21.00</td>
<td>Get-together Party 19.00-21.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Thursday 25 August</td>
<td>Friday 26 August</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08.00 - 18.00</td>
<td>Registration desk</td>
<td>Registration desk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Building LC</td>
<td>Building LC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parallel sessions</td>
<td>Parallel sessions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coffee break</td>
<td>Coffee break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Epainos Sessions</td>
<td>Epainos Sessions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09.00 - 10.30</td>
<td>RSAI Council (by invitation only)</td>
<td>09.00 - 12.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lunch</td>
<td>Lunch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fellows Luncheon 12:00 - 14:00 (by invitation only)</td>
<td>12:30 - 14:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parallel sessions</td>
<td>Parallel sessions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coffee break</td>
<td>Coffee break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.00 - 17.30</td>
<td>Technical Excursion F</td>
<td>14.00 - 17.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lunch</td>
<td>Lunch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ERSAC meeting (invitation only)</td>
<td>14.00 - 15.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parallel sessions</td>
<td>Parallel sessions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coffee break</td>
<td>Coffee break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parallel sessions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Official Dinner 1930-23.00</td>
<td>Evening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Evening Free</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Themes (I)

Umbrella Theme
Cities & Regions: Smart, Sustainable, Inclusive?

General Themes
> To be updated according to situation, some theme may disappear

G_A. New frontiers in Regional science
G_B. Regional economic growth and development
G_C. Urban sprawl and shrinkage
G_D. Regional and urban labor markets
G_E. Regional and urban policy, planning and governance. Best practices
G_F. Location of economic activity
G_G. Entrepreneurship, small business and regional diversity
G_H. Multinational corporations, social embeddedness/alienation
G_I. Institutional factors in regional and urban development
G_J. Migrations, diasporas, and aging in the regions
G_K. Spatial econometrics and regional economic modelling
G_L. Spatial agglomerations – economic clusters and metropolitan areas
G_M. Innovations in space
G_O. Realty and housing markets
G_P. Smart cities and regions
G.Q. Natural environment, resources, and sustainable development

G.R. Infrastructure, transport, communications for mobile regions

G.S. Social inclusion, poverty, and social policy in space

G.T. Regional finances, investments and capital markets

G.U. Transitional economies

G.V. Regional cooperation and competition

G.W. Family and regional development

G.X. Regional conflicts and regional science
Special Sessions Topics

> To be updated according to situation, some theme may disappear

S_A. Interregional migration: new insights on the role of economic opportunities, human capital, creativity and cultural identity
Alessandra Faggian, Bianca Biagi, Viktor Venhorst

S_B. Regional resilience
Alessandra Faggian, Timothy Jaquet, Tüzin Baycan.

S_C. New Phases of Mutual Economic Interdependent Relations- Trade, FDI and Migration
Kenji Kondo

S_D. Well-being and happiness in contemporary cities: measures, analysis and policy
Camilla Lenzi, Philip Morrison, Giovanni Perucca, Paolo Veneri

S_E. Regional ecosystems for social entrepreneurship and innovation: societal expectations and opportunities for the engagement of Universities in regional development
Marlene Amori

S_F. Evolutionary Economic Geography – Domain and Connectedness in Regional Trajectories of Knowledge and Technology Production, Application & Diffusion
Dieter Franz Kogler, Jürgen Essletzbichler

S_G. The benefits (and costs) of transport infrastructure investment in mature economies
Alexander Lembcke

S_H. Redefining the City-region paradigm: smart strategies for a sustainable and inclusive urban environment.
Annamaria Colavitti, Luigi Mundula, Michelle Pezzagno
S_I. Christaller – Central Places – New Trends in commerce & services in Rural Areas
   Krystian Heffner, Małgorzata Twardzik

S_J. Can Policy Transform Regions into Entrepreneurship and Innovation Hubs?
   Helen Lawton Smith

S_K. Sustainable Design Strategies of Urban Transformation Projects in (Re) Developing Communities
   Seckin Kutucu

S_L. Tourism and regional experience economy
   Chrysanthi Balomenou, Dimitris Lagos

S_M. Regional policy in Central and Eastern European countries – Memory session to Gyula Horvath
   Ilona Pálné Kovács, Attila Varga, Balázs Páger

S_N. Nordic issues in regional science – organized by RSAS
   Johan Lundberg

S_O. Attractiveness of regions and places between perception and reality: multidisciplinary perspectives
   Dario Musolino

S_P. Building Regional Advantages in Developed and Peripheral Countries: The Role of Higher Education Institutions (HEIs)
   Conceição Rego, Maurício Aguiar Serra, Louise Kempton

S_Q. Regional Ecosystems for social entrepreneurship and innovation: identifying key factors for a social innovative region
   Marta Ferreira Dias

S_R. Innovation & Competition in E-retail & The Digital Economy
   Neil Wrigley, Michelle Lowe, Franz Huber

S_S. Counterfactual methods for regional policy evaluation
   Lisa Sella, Elena Ragazzi
Themes (III)

S_T. Rural areas can be smart. Reflections on the future of the European non-urban territories
   André Torre, Fred Wallet

S_U. Roma population
   Gemma Larramona

S_V. Regional economic diversification and new path development
   Michaela Trippl

S_W. Smart City as risk or chance for sustainable urban development
   Sabine Sedlacek, Rudolf Giffinger

S_X. Regional Specialization – concepts and measures
   Katarzyna Kopczewska

S_Y. Entrepreneurship and regional culture(s)
   Marcus Dejardin, Michael Fritsch, Michael Wyrwich

S_Z. Cities and nature
   Danny Czamanski, Rüdiger Prasse, Dan Malkinson.

S_ZA. In the post-urban world – emergent transformations of cities and regions in the innovative global economy
   Hans Westlund, Tigran Haas

S_ZB. Informal urban cultures: How informality becomes part of the formal system
   Melis Oguz, Aylin Şentürk

S_ZC. Infrastructure & the spatial organization of labor market activity:
   New methods and innovative data
   Joachim Möller

S_ZD. Integration of Spatial CGE and Transport Models
   Tomoki Ishikura
S_ZE. Fostering open innovation in territorial dimension
   Marcin Baron

S_ZF. How to govern large urban agglomerations? Metropolitan governance and its effects on economic performance and quality of life in cities
   Abel Schumann

S_ZG. Urban Economics Association Special Sessions
   Gabriel Ahlfeldt, Stephan Heblich, Kristian Behrens

S_ZH. August Lösch Prize and 50th anniversary of the German Speaking Section

S_ZI. The Cohesion Policy of the European Union and the factors influencing its impacts on growth, jobs and investment
   Riccardo Crescenzi, Ugo Fratesi, Vassilis Monastiriotis
Committees

1 Scientific Committee

The members of the Scientific Committee help with the scientific content of the congress and review papers.

Peter Batey  University of Liverpool, United Kingdom
Roberta Capello  Politecnico Milano, Italy
Paul Cheshire  London School of Economics, United Kingdom
Daniela Constantin  Academia de Studii Economice din București, Romania
Juan Cuadrado-Roura  Universidad de Alcalá de Henares, Spain
Jouke van Dijk  Rijksuniversiteit Groningen, The Netherlands
Manfred M. Fischer  Wirtschaftsuniversität Wien, Austria
Henri de Groot  Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Geoffrey Hewings  University of Illinois, Urbana Champaign, USA
Georg Hirte  Technische Universität Dresden, Germany
Peter Nijkamp  Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Dieter Pennerstorfer  Wirtschaftsuniversität Wien, Austria
Yannis Psycharlis  Panteion University Athens, Greece
Laura Resmini  Università degli studi di Milano Bicocca, Italy
Andrés Rodríguez-Pose  London School of Economics, United Kingdom
André Torre  AgroParisTech, France
Attila Varga  University of Pecs, Hungary
Hans Westlund  KTH (Royal Institute of Technology), Sweden
## The Local Organising Committee

*The Local Organizing Committee supervises the local arrangements, reviews abstracts, and designs the scientific program.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Affiliation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gunther Maier</td>
<td>WU (chair)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Auer</td>
<td>WU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elisabeth Aufhauser</td>
<td>Uni Wien</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus Crespo</td>
<td>WU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oliver Fritz</td>
<td>Wifo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rudolf Giffinger</td>
<td>TU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harvey Goldstein</td>
<td>Modul University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter Huber</td>
<td>Wifo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stefanie Peer</td>
<td>WU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Scherngell</td>
<td>AIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sabine Sedlacek</td>
<td>Modul University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanja Sinozic</td>
<td>Austrian Academy of Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petra Staufer-Steinnocher</td>
<td>WU</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Technical excursions

**Wednesday 24th August AM - 09.00-12.30**  
**Magdas Hotel:**  
**Refugees and integration**  

- **Duration:** 3.5 hours  
- **Meeting time:** August 24, Wednesday at 09:00  
- **Meeting point:** Campus WU, in front of Building TC  
- **Transportation:** By foot  
- **Guided by:** Gerhard Zwettler (magdas Hotel) and Kamal Mohamad (WU, Vienna University of Economics and Business)

---

**Wednesday 24th August PM - 14.00-17.30**  
**Green Building Cluster:**  
**Viertel 2 and Campus WU**  

- **Duration:** 3.5 hours  
- **Meeting time:** August 24, Wednesday at 14:00  
- **Meeting point:** Campus WU, in front of Building TC  
- **Transportation:** By foot  
- **Guided by:** Philipp Kaufmann (president OGNI, the Austrian Green Building Council)

---

**Wednesday 24th August PM - 14.00-17.00**  
**Seestadt aspern: Vienna’s most spectacular urban development project**  

- **Duration:** 3 hours  
- **Meeting time:** August 24, Wednesday 14:00  
- **Meeting point:** Campus WU, in front of Building TC  
- **Transportation:** Together by public transport  
- **Guided by:** representatives of Vienna City Administration, Wien 3420 Aspern Development AG and Aspern Smart City Research (ASCR)

**Web:**
http://www.aspern-seestadt.at/en,  
http://www.ascr.at/en/

---

**Thursday 25th August PM - 14.00-17.00**  
**Red Vienna: Public housing and social services**  

- **Duration:** 3.5 hours  
- **Meeting time:** August 25, Thursday at 14:00  
- **Meeting point:** Campus WU, in front of Building TC  
- **Transportation:** Together by public transport  
- **Guided by:** Bernhard Leubolt (WU, Vienna University of Economics and Business) and Christian Fölzer (OEGB)

---

The Technical Excursions are reserved for the participants who have booked places in advance.
Thursday 25th August PM - 14.00-17.00
Industry 4.0: Transferring technologies from research to practice

Duration: 3.5 hours
Meeting time: August 25, Thursday at 14:00
Meeting point: Campus WU, in front of Building TC
Transportation: Together by public transport
Guided by: Roland Sommer (Plattform Industrie 4.0) and Dominik Weiss (TINA Vienna GmbH)

Friday 26th August AM - 09.00-12.30
National Park Lobau:
Natural habitat amidst urban development

Duration: 3.5 hours
Meeting time: August 26, Friday at 09:00
Meeting point: Campus WU, in front of Building TC
Transportation: Together by public transport
Guided by: Alexander Faltejsek (Forestry Office and Urban Agriculture of the City of Vienna)

Exhibitors info

AIT Austrian Institute of Technology
Thomas Scherngell
thomas.scherngell@ait.ac.at

ERSA/RSAI
Maristella Angotzi
maristella.angotzi@ersa.org

Edward Elgar Publishing
Laura Mann
laura.mann@e-elgar.co.uk

ROUTLEDGE, Taylor & Francis Group
Katie Thomson
katie.thompson@tandf.co.uk

Springer International Publishing
Barbara Fess
Barbara.Fess@springer.com

Wiley
Grace Ong
gong@wiley.com
Day by day programme

The presenting authors are marked in bold.
09.00-12.00

Workshop A. ➞ Tue_1a_Room TC.3.02

Spatial Econometrics Using Matlab and R +
Roger Bivand, James LeSage

This hands-on workshop will cover the use of the Matlab and R environments to show how spatial econometric models can be estimated and their output interpreted. The instructors will concentrate on more recent approaches to estimation and interpretation. Data preparation and estimation will be covered adequately, with weight on the interpretation of results.

Workshop B. ➞ Tue_1a_Room TC.3.06

Communicating Research Results to the Public
Oliver Fritz

This workshop will bring together researchers with various institutional backgrounds to discuss communication strategies in order to identify best practice elements. The focus will be on communication of research results to the general public and on its differences to the communication to the scientific community.

Break 12.00-13.00
No lunch prepared

13.00-16.00

Workshop C. ➞ Tue_2a_Room TC.3.02

Open Workflow in Regional Research
Thomas de Graaff

This workshop will deal with IT tools and solutions for research management; in particular with Markdown, the versioning system Git and the open repository GitHub. From a wider perspective, these type of tools serve brilliantly to make your research as reproducible as possible.

Workshop D. ➞ Tue_2a_Room TC.3.06

How to Get your Research Published
Roberto Patuelli

This workshop will deal with mechanisms and standards of academic publishing in regional science. Various publishers and journal editors will present their views about publishing standards, the development of the publishing industry and will be available for consultation and questions and answers.
Signatures of Regional Science

Regional Science Academy

This workshop will follow the “Signatures in Regional Science” format developed by the Regional Science Academy. Input will be provided by Hans Westlund, Edward Glaeser, Manfred Fischer, Wolfgang Lutz, Folke Snickars, Alessandra Faggian, and Laurie Schintler.

Opening Session

Chair: Jesus Crespo Cuaresma

Welcome messages

Gunther Maier, LOC
Michael Lang, vice rector WU
Jouke van Dijk, ERSA President

Presentation of the RSAI Founder’s Medal to Manfred Fischer

Keynote Presentation

Edward Glaeser Technology and the City

Welcome Reception

Venue: WU Vienna, Building LC

For delegates and accompanying persons
09.00-10.30

Special Session ➫ Wed_1_Room TC.3.06

**S_ZG. UEA - Urban Structure 1**
Chair: Miquel-Angel Garcia-Lopez

- William Strange, Crocker Liu, Stuart Rosenthal
  - The vertical city: Rent gradients and spatial structure
- Pierre M Picard, Takatoshi Tabuchi, Pascal Mossay
  - Urban structure under forward and backward linkages
- Miquel-Angel Garcia-Lopez
  - All roads lead to Rome ... and to sprawl? Evidence from European cities

---

Special Session ➫ Wed_1_Room TC.3.07

**S_ZG. UEA - Shopping and Retail**
Chair: Jos Van Ommeren

- Ioulia Ossokina, Coen Teulings
  - The urban economics of retail
- Hans Koster, Ilias Pasidis, Jos van Ommeren
  - On shopping externalities: Should we subsidize shops in city centres?
- Jos Van Ommeren
  - The external cruising costs of parking

---

Special Session ➫ Wed_1_Room TC.3.08

**S_B. Regional resilience**
Chair: Tuzin Baycan

- Timothy Jaquet, Alessandra Faggian
  - Regional Resistance and Resilience: Evidence from U.S. Counties
- Silvia Rocchetta, Andrea Mina
  - Adaptive resilience and technological variety: The UK regional economies through the Great Recession
- Amit Batabyal, Hamid Beladi
  - A game model of new and remanufactured goods, brown and green consumers, and market share dominance
Special Session  ➤ Wed_1_Room TC.3.09

S_S.  
**Counterfactual methods for regional policy evaluation**  
Chair: Elena Ragazzi  
Marco Mariani, Chiara Bocci, Simone Bertini, Annalisa Caloffi  
83  
Evaluating the impact of innovation poles on member firms  
Miguel León-Ledesma, Alessandro Cusimano, Daniel Roland  
364  
Misallocation and access to finance: A multi-valued treatment approach  
Balazs Kotosz  
735  
University impact evaluation: Counterfactual methods  
Antonella Rita Ferrara, Rosanna Nistico'  
673  
Assessing cohesion policy effects: A dose-response function to the transfers intensities in specific fields of intervention

Special Session  ➤ Wed_1_Room TC.3.10

S_F.  
**Evolutionary Economic Geography - Domain and Connectedness in Regional Trajectories of Knowledge and Technology Production, Application and Diffusion**  
Chair: Dieter Franz Kogler  
Høgni Kalsø Hansen, Ditte Håkonsson, Cecilie Weatherall  
266  
Migration to secure future employment - How do business closures affect the geography of the workforce?  
Rikard Eriksson, Emelie Hane-Weijman, Martin Henning  
382  
How people move between industries and regions after job loss  
Anet Weterings, Riccardo Cappellin, Ron Boschma  
525  
Labour mobility and plant survival: Role of the industry life cycle stage

Special Session  ➤ Wed_1_Room TC.3.11

S_M.  
**Regional policy in Central and Eastern European countries - Memory session to Gyula Horvath**  
Chair: Attila Varga  
Gerhard Heimpold  
35  
The policy to maintain industrial cores – Findings from cases in East Germany
09.00-10.30

Riccardo Cappellin
Investments, balance of payment equilibrium and a new industrial policy in Europe

Wolfgang Streitenberger
The new Urban Agenda for the EU

---

Special Session ➤ Wed_1_Room TC.3.12

S_ZI The Cohesion Policy of the European Union and the factors influencing its impacts on growth, jobs and investment
Chair: Riccardo Crescenzi

Eleonora Pierucci, Carmelo Petraglia, Faruk Balli
Selective regional convergence, Cohesion policies and macroeconomic conditions

Jerzy Pienkowski, Peter Berkowitz
Unpacking the growth impacts of Cohesion Policy

Paulino Montes-Solla, Andres Faiña, Jesus Lopez-Rodriguez
Regional development in Spain 1989-2010: Capital widening and productivity stagnation

---

Special Session ➤ Wed_1_Room TC.4.02

S_V Regional economic diversification and new path development
Chair: Arne Isaksen

Helen Lawton Smith, Michaela Tripl, Rupert Waters
Understanding the role of the state: Evolutionary economic geography and path development policies

Ann Camilla Schulze-Krogh, Jon P. Knudsen, Roger Normann
Smart spezialisation - Norwegian adoptions

Bjorn Asheim, Markus Grillitch, Roman Martin, Michaela Tripl
Unrelated knowledge and related diversification - Unexplored potentials for new path development?

Elisabet Hauge
Different entrepreneurship perspectives for regional economic policy - Path renewal
**Special Session** ➤ *Wed_1_Room TC.4.04*

**S_Y.**  
**Entrepreneurship and Regional Culture(s)**

**Chair:** Michael Fritsch

**Michael Stuetzer,** Michael Wyrwich

**247** Historical coalfields and the long-term evolution of entrepreneurship: New evidence from Britain

**Jarko Fidrmuc,** Lidwina Gundacker

**393** Russian Oligarchs and Economic Inequality in Russian Regions: A Quantitative Assessment

**Marcus Dejardin**

**583** Entrepreneurship, culture and regional development

---

**Special Session** ➤ *Wed_1_Room TC.4.12*

**S_ZE.**  
**Fostering open innovation in territorial dimension**

**Chair:** Marcin Baron

**Marcin Baron**

**281** Territorial antecedents of open innovation

**Miroslav Špaček,** Jiří Hájek

**720** Fostering and adopting Open Innovation in the Czech Republic

**Artur Ochojski**

**721** Rethinking governance and smart cities - Towards the intelligent growth

**Ger Post,** Lotte Geertsen

**846** Collective ideation within the context of science and technology park and regional triple helix network

---

**Refereed Session** ➤ *Wed_1_Room TC.4.13*

**G_H.**  
**Multinational corporations, social embeddedness/alienation**

**G_F.**  
**Location of economic activity**

**Chair:** Eduardo Haddad

**Michael Moritz,** Veronika Hecht, Patricia Noska, Johannes Schäffler

**174** Size of FDI and firm characteristics: Evidence from a survey on German multinational activity in the Czech Republic
09.00-10.30

Paula Gutiérrez Portilla, Adolfo Maza Fernández, José Villaverde Castro

Spatial linkages to FDI location: Evidence from the Spanish regions

Michaela Fuchs

The concentration of economic activity in East Germany: Changes in location patterns in the course of transition

Ordinary Session ➞ Wed_1_Room TC.4.14

G_B. Regional economic growth and development

Chair: Diana Cibulskiené

Evgeniya Kolomak

Resources of urbanization in Russia

Lucian-Liviu Albu

Trends in the relation between regional convergence and economic growth in EU

Yoshifumi Ishikawa

Economic impacts of population decline due to the Great East Japan Earthquake: Interregional input-output model approach

Diana Cibulskiené, Lina Garšviené

Evaluation of the factors determining risk of growing current account deficit to the country in the context of economic growth

Ordinary Session ➞ Wed_1_Room TC.4.15

G_B. Regional economic growth and development

Chair: Yannis Psycharis

Anping Chen, Nicolaas Groenewold

The effects within and between regions of output shocks in China

Juin-Jen Chang, Yi-Ling Cheng, Shin-Kun Peng

Social comparisons in consumption, international capital flows and tax competition

Steven Bond-Smith

Discretely innovating: Competition and innovation with barriers to entry

Yannis Psycharis, George Petrakos

Policy responses to economic crisis: Examining the cyclicality of public investment expenditures in the Greek regions
Ordinary Session ➤ Wed_1_Room TC.4.16

G_E. Regional and urban policy, planning and governance. Best practices
Chair: Evgeniy Kutsenko

Carmen Beatrice Pauna, Dana Ileana Chirvai

Smart housing – A question of sustainability, expressiveness and cost.
A Romanian case study

Lenka Smekalova

Aiming the Cohesion Policy support at the lagging regions of the Czech Republic in 2007-2013: Success or failure?

Evgeniy Kutsenko, Vasily Abashkin, Ekaterina Islankina

Which clusters survive in Russia?

Ordinary Session ➤ Wed_1_Room TC.4.17

G_M. Innovations in space
Chair: Piotr Pachura

Raphael Bar-El

Closing the regional gaps in innovation?

Rune Dahl Fitjar, Andres Rodriguez-Pose

Where cities fail to triumph - The impact of urban location and local collaboration on innovation in Norway

Laurent Bergé, Charles Bouveyron, Pierre Latouche, Rawya Zreik

Linking geography to a new network-based typology of innovative firms using patent claims: A comparison of the US/EU biotech industry

Piotr Pachura

Enterprises in contextual space - Case of sanctuary
Ordinary Session

G_G. Entrepreneurship, small business and regional diversity
Chair: Claudia Ionescu

Patricia Suárez, Begoña Cueto, Matías Mayor

The impact of human capital on entrepreneurial survival. A spatial analysis
Mario Biggeri

Endogenous and exogenous drivers of change in the evolution of industrial cluster in BRICS countries: A sustainable human development perspective
Carlo Corradini, Yama Temouri, Mark Hart

Regional determinants of high growth firms: Evidence from Europe
Claudia Ionescu

Could communication increase development of the EU regions?

Ordinary Session

G_L. Spatial agglomerations - economic clusters and metropolitan areas
Chair: Marc Brunetto

Daniele Mantegazzi, Philip McCann, Viktor Venhorst

The impact of cultural discontinuities on the spatial decay of agglomeration economies
Ying Ge

Geographical partitions of urban agglomerations based on marginal K-function: A case of Yangtze River Delta
Marc Brunetto, Nadine Levratto

An analysis of the link between French cities and their surrounding areas: focus on employment over the 2004-2010 period

Ordinary Session

G_Q. Infrastructure, transport, communications for mobile regions
Chair: Giuseppe Francesco Gori

Stefanie Peer

Who cycles to university? Determinants of mode choice behavior among students
280
Assessing the impact of service quality measures on the cost structure of water supply systems in Japan

Takamune Fuji, Mariko Futamura

575
Automobile tax system and preference shifting: Case of Japan

Giuseppe Francesco Gori, Patrizia Lattarulo, Stefano Rosignoli

905
Tackling the issue of quality and completeness of feasibility studies of public investment projects. An operational approach

Ordinary Session ➞ Wed_1_Room TC.5.12

G_F. Location of economic activity

Chair: Neil Reid

Martin Labaj, Karol Morvay, Peter Silanic, Christoph Weiss, Biliana Yontcheva

Market structure and competition in transition: Results from a spatial analysis

Margarita Barrera, Geoffrey J.D. Hewings, Alfredo Mainar, Julián Pérez

Regional and sectoral relations in the Spanish economy: The optical sector

Neil Reid, Isabelle Nilsson, Matthew Lehnert

Urban location behaviors among American craft breweries

Ordinary Session ➞ Wed_1_Room TC.5.14

G_I. Institutional factors in regional and urban development

Chair: Enza Maltese

Gabriel Loumeau, Marko Köthenbürger, Peter Egger

Municipal mergers and economic activity: Evidence from Germany

Lale Berköz, Özge Çelik

Campus life satisfaction of university students in Istanbul

Jakub Zasina

Studentified cities? The geographies of higher education in Poland

Giorgio Fazio, Enza Maltese, Davide Piacentino

Individual and spatial heterogeneity in the accumulation of civic capital
09.00-10.30

**Ordinary Session**

**G_V.** Regional cooperation and competition

Chair: Igone Porto Gomez

Ermelinda Lopes Silva

Sectorial productivity, income contribution and wellbeing

Svetlana Bekareva, Alexander Baranov, Ekaterina Meltenisova

Monetary policy and currency wars: National economic interests vs international partnership

Igone Porto Gomez, Jon Mikel Zabala Iturragagoitia

Trust builders: Boosting regional cooperation

---

**Coffee break**

10.30-11.00

Building TC

11.00-12.30

**Special Session**

**S_ZG.** UEA - Transport 1

Chair: Samira Barzin

Helen Simpson, Joshua De Lyon, Stephan Heblich

Commuting fast and slow: The effects of high speed rail

Daniel Hörcher, Daniel Graham

Crowding pricing in public transport under second-best capacity provision

Samira Barzin, Daniel J. Graham, Sabine D’Costa

A pseudo-panel approach to estimating dynamic effects of road infrastructure provision on firm output in a developing country context

---

**Special Session**

**S_ZG.** UEA - Place-Based Policies

Chair: Stephan Heblich

Henry Overman

The economic impact of regeneration projects
Yashar Blouri, Maximilian von Ehrlich

Place-based policies and the geography of economic activity: A structural approach

Stephan Heblich, Alex Trew, Yanos Zylberberg

East Side Story: Historical pollution and persistent neighborhood sorting

---

**Special Session**

**S_B. Regional resilience**

**Chair:** Alessandra Faggian

Mete Basar Baypinar

Evolution of ICT and software industry: Crisis, resilience and the role of emerging clusters

Mark Rembert

Creative Destruction: The impact of human capital on employment growth during the Great Recession

Stefania Oliva, Luciana Lazzeretti

Adaptation, adaptability and urban resilience: the case of Kobe and the Great Hanshin Earthquake of 1995

Yannis Psycharis, Anastasia Panori

The impact of economic crisis on poverty and welfare conditions in Athens Metropolitan Area

---

**Special Session**

**S_S. Counterfactual methods for regional policy evaluation**

**Chair:** Lionel Vedrine

Guglielmo Barone, Guido de Blasio, Alessio D'Ignazio, Andrea Salvati

Incentives to local public service provision: An evaluation of Italy's obiettivi di servizio

Francesco Pagliacci, Margherita Russo

Socio-economic effects of an earthquake: Does sub-regional counterfactual sampling matter in estimates? An empirical test on the Emilia-Romagna's 2012 earthquake

Neha Jindal

Sectoral reallocation and efficiency gain: Evidence from Indian economy
**Special Session** ➡ *Wed_2_Room TC.3.10*

**S_F.** *Evolutionary Economic Geography - Domain and Connectedness in Regional Trajectories of Knowledge and Technology Production, Application and Diffusion*

Chair: Rune Dahl Fitjar

- **Dieter Franz Kogler**
  - Metropolitan knowledge spaces – Technology evolution in the Canadian urban system

- **Stefano Usai, Mario Maggiorni, Emanuela Marrocucc, Erika Uberti**
  - Of trees and monkey. The evolution of product space and the technological specialization of European regions

- **Dieter Franz Kogler, Jurgen Essletzbichler, David Rigby**
  - The evolution of specialization in the EU15 knowledge space

**Special Session** ➡ *Wed_2_Room TC.3.11*

**S_M.** *Regional policy in Central and Eastern European countries - Memory session to Gyula Horvath*

Chair: Mihály Lados

- **Balázs Páger**
  - Regional development paths in Central and Eastern Europe in the beginning of 21st century

- **Jan Hauke, Barbara Konecka-Szydłowska**
  - Differences and changes in regional settlement systems in terms of organization. Polish regions case study

- **Valeria Szitasiova, Maria Siranova, Stefan Rehak**
  - Spatial aspects of education support – Evaluating primary school performance in Slovakia

- **Bradley Loewen**
  - Path dependence of regional policy in Central and Eastern Europe
Special Session ➔ Wed_2_Room TC.3.12

**S_ZI**  The Cohesion Policy of the European Union and the factors influencing its impacts on growth, jobs and investment

Chair:  Ugo Fratesi

Ugo Fratesi, Giovanni Perucca

**Territorial capital and the impact of European Cohesion policy**

Francesco David, Guglielmo Barone, Guido de Blasio

**Boulevard of Broken Dreams. The ends of the EU funding (1997: Abruzzi, Italy)**

Paulino Montes-Solla, Faiñaa Andres, Jesus Lopez-Rodriguez

**Cohesion policy and transportation**

Special Session ➔ Wed_2_Room TC.4.02

**S_V.**  Regional economic diversification and new path development

Chair:  Michaela Trippl

Arne Isaksen, Franz Tödtling, Michaela Trippl

**Policies for regional economic change: Combining actor-based and system-based strategies**

Barbara Martini

**Resilience, adaptation adaptability and variety**

Michael Carroll, Michael Seman

**Exploring structural differences in the creative industries of Texas metropolitan areas**

Special Session ➔ Wed_2_Room TC.4.04

**S_Y.**  Entrepreneurship and Regional Special Session Culture(s)

Chair:  Michael Fritsch

Michael Fritsch, Alina Sorgner, Michael Wyrwich, Evgueni Zazdravykh

**Tell me why? Persistence of entrepreneurship in the Kaliningrad region in spite of extreme disruptions**

Annie Tubadji, Peter Nijkamp

**Instable quality ladders in entrepreneurial investment choice: Epistemic uncertainty & cultural embeddedness as innovation constraints in UK**

David Audretsch, Michael Stützer, Martin Obschonka, Sam Gosling, Jeff Potter

**Entrepreneurship culture, knowledge spillovers and the growth of regions**
11.00-12.30

Special Session ➤ Wed_2_Room TC.4.12

S_D. Well-being and happiness in contemporary cities: measures, analysis and policy
Chair: Camilla Lenzi

Ade Brouwer, Jacko De With, Eva Kibbele, George De Kam
Ageing in place? Municipal characteristics and the need for informal care
Eveline Van Leeuwen, Jenny Montanus
Happy towns or happy neighborhoods?
Camilla Lenzi, Giovanni Perucca
Urbanization and life satisfaction: Evidence from EU cities

Refereed Session ➤ Wed_2_Room TC.4.13

G_P. Smart cities and regions
G_L. Spatial agglomerations - economic Refereed Session clusters and metropolitan areas
Chair: Georg Hirte

Amit Batabyal, Peter Nijkamp
Creative capital in production, inefficiency, and inequality: A theoretical analysis
Martin Falk, Eva Hagsten
Factors influencing exit of Swedish accommodation establishments
Michael Bentlage, Alain Thierstein
Externalities of knowledge creation as interwoven constructs. Conceptualizing the interplay of networks, urbanization and localization externalities in German city regions

Ordinary Session ➤ Wed_2_Room TC.4.14

G_B. Regional economic growth and development
Chair: Olga Tarasova

Guoping Li, Aizhi Wu
Urbanization in China: Process, problems, and perspectives
Aliza Fleischer, Evyatar Talev, Anat Tchetchik
Synergies and negative externalities in the joint production of agritourism service and agricultural goods
Marcela Slusarciuc
641  Cross-border mapping – Instruments for a development strategy

Olga Tarasova
196  Simulation modelling of public-private partnership in the Arctic regions

---

**Ordinary Session**  ➞ *Wed_2_Room TC.4.15*

**G_B.** Regional economic growth and development

Chair: Beata Bierut

Francesco Di Comite, d'Artis Kancs, Patrizio Lecca
310  Regional macroeconomic Impacts of EIB Investments in the EU: Evidence from the RHOMOLO Model

Donata Favaro, Antonella Bellino
459  Regional growth and trade openness in the European Union

Sung-Goan Choi, Hana Kwon
996  Empirical Relationship between Economic Growth and Employment in Korea: An Industrial Aspect after Economic Crisis

Kamila Kuziemska-Pawlak, Beata Bierut
648  Competitiveness and export performance of CEE countries

---

**Ordinary Session**  ➞ *Wed_2_Room TC.4.16*

**G_E.** Regional and urban policy, planning and governance. Best practices

Chair: Peter Batey

Markus Groth, Steffen Bender, Jörg Cortekar
24  Closing the gap between adaptation planning and administrative implementation

Suvi Orenius, Santtu Karhinen, Jaakko Simonen, Rauli Svento
475  Sudden structural change in the Oulu region

Paraskevi-Kali Sofianou, Despoina Christoglou, Stella Papapavlou-loakeimidou
699  Polycentricity as a means of synergy and sustainable development: A case study from Northern Greece

Peter Batey
199  The pre-history of regional science methods in planning: The experience of British planning in the 1940s
**11.00-12.30**

**Ordinary Session ➞ Wed_2_Room TC.4.17**

**G_D. Regional and urban labor markets**

**Chair:** Huber Peter

- **Gerald Carlino**, Thorsten Drautzburg
  
  Are startups special? Evidence from local labor markets

- **Jessica Hug**
  
  Can computerization explain the increasing sorting of high-skilled workers into large cities?

  Inés Murillo-Huertas, Paul Ramos, **Hipolito Simon**

- **Peter Huber**, Josef Montag
  
  Regional differences in the gender wage gap in Spain

- **Homeownership and labour market outcomes in transition economies**

**Ordinary Session ➞ Wed_2_Room TC.4.18**

**G_A. New frontiers in Regional science**

**Chair:** Edward Bergman

- **Bart Los**, Maureen Lankhuizen, Mark Thissen
  
  New measures of regional competitiveness in a globalizing world

- **Gunther Maier**, Harvey Goldstein
  
  What makes our ideas last? An analysis of the longevity of the regional science scholarly literature

- **Edward Bergman**
  
  Do European knowledge networks extend to neighbouring countries?

**Ordinary Session ➞ Wed_2_Room TC.5.01**

**G_G. Entrepreneurship, small business and regional diversitys**

**Chair:** Heike Delfmann

- **Daniel Rauhut**, Olga Rauhut Kompaniets
  
  Regional development and immigrant entrepreneurship. A study of three towns in Western Sweden

- **Jana Novosáková**
  
  Entrepreneurial dynamics and economic performance of Czech micro-regions (2002-2011)
Bernadette Power, Geraldine Ryan
A spatial analysis of firm deaths during the financial crisis

Heike Delfmann, Sierdjan Koster
Why start a business in a declining rural area with an ageing society?
A UK – NL case study

Marcos Sanso-Navarro, María Vera-Cabello
Human capital spillovers and regional development

Ordinary Session ➔ Wed_2_Room TC.5.02

G_L. Spatial agglomerations - economic clusters and metropolitan areas
Chair: Jarosław Nazarczuk

Jin Guo, Yingzhi Xu
Externalities of urban agglomerations: An empirical study on Chinese case

Moisés Obaco, Vicente Royuela, Xavier Vítores
Computing functional urban areas using a hierarchical travel time approach

Carlo La Valle, Filipe Batista e Silva, Chris Jacobs-Crisioni, Mert Kompil
Ricardo Ribeiro Barranco, Jean Philippe Aurambout, Claudia Baranzelli
European cities: territorial analysis of characteristics and trends with a modelling approach

Jaroslaw Nazarczuk, Stanislaw Uminski, Katarzyna Kopczewska
Agglomeration of exporters in Poland. Does the existence of SEZs matter?

Ordinary Session ➔ Wed_2_Room TC.5.04

G_Q. Infrastructure, transport, communications for mobile regions
Chair: Fikret Zorlu

Xinying Fu, Erik T. Verhoef, Vincent A.C. van den Berg
Private road network with uncertain demand

Vera Ivanova
Grain prices in the Russian Empire: Did convergence come by train?

Jamie Chen, Mark Lijesen, Peter Nijkamp
Modelling cruise lines’ decision making and cruise ports’ competitiveness in regional markets

Fikret Zorlu
Analysis of freight flow and port hinterlands in Turkey
11.00-12.30

Ordinary Session ➤ Wed_2_Room TC.5.12

G_F. Location of economic activity
Chair: Sascha Frohwerk

Toshiharu Ishikawa
23 An analysis of relationships between characteristics of industrial park and factory’s location

G. Pelin Olcay
436 Internationalization of Supply Chain of Apparel Industry

Danie Du Plessis
448 The influence of metropolitan spatial planning policies on economic activity clustering and sub-metropolitan economic performance

Sascha Frohwerk
907 A simulation model for regional economic activity with an application on Germany after the reunification

Ordinary Session ➤ Wed_2_Room TC.5.14

G_I. Institutional factors in regional and urban development
Chair: Giorgio Fazio

Arezki Chenane, Lamara Hadjou
141 Opportunity of intercommunal strategic alliances in Algeria

Hiroki Sakai, Kazuhiko Kakamu, Nobuhiro Sanko, Eri Nakamura
411 The effect of deregulation programme on Japanese local bus sector

Vladimir Klimanov, Anna Mikhailova
786 Institutional changes in public finance on sub-national level in Russia

Giorgio Fazio, Enza Maltese, Giuseppe Notarstefano, Davide Piacentino
900 Shared values and beliefs in a local survey

Ordinary Session ➤ Wed_2_Room TC.5.16

G_H. Multinational corporations, social embeddedness/alienation
Chair: Juan Soto

Riccardo Crescenzi, Roberto Basile, Davide Castellani, Simona lammarino
837 Quality of governance and inward FDI: Does within-country heterogeneity matter
14.00-15.30

Thursday, 25, August

Wednesday, 24 August

Ordinary Session ➞ Wed_2_Room TC.5.18

G_V. Regional cooperation and Ordinary Session competition

Chair: Euijune Kim

Hiroki Watanabe
134 Let Tiebout pick up the tab: Pricing out externalities with free mobility

Katalin Döbrönte
702 Centers of gravity in the Central European urban network based on economic networks and cooperations

Euijune Kim, Seung Woon Moon
210 Impact of regional investment on economies of Northeast Asia

Lunch
12.30-14.00
Building LC

14.00-15.30

Special Session ➞ Wed_3_Room TC.3.06

S_ZG. UEA - Urban Policy 2

Chair: Barry Scholnick

Gabriel Ahlfeldt, Wolfgang Maennig, Malte Steenbeck
128 Après nous le déluge? Direct democracy and intergenerational conflicts in ageing societies

Marius Brülhart, Jayson Danton, Raphaël Parchet
732 Local income tax capitalization with potentially elastic housing supply

Barry Scholnick, Hyungsuk Byun
607 Bankruptcies after the removal of neighborhood slot machines
**Special Session**

**S_ZG.** UEA - Theory 1

Chair: **Sergey Kichko**

- **Yasusada Murata**, Kristian Behrens, Giordano Mion, Jens Suedekum
  
  264  Distorted monopolistic competition

- **Tadashi Morita**, Takanori Ago, Takatoshi Tabuchi, Kazuhiro Yamamoto
  
  206  Elastic labor supply and agglomerations

- **Sergey Kichko**
  
  399  Competition, optimality, and relative factor endowments

---

**Special Session**

**S_B.** Regional resilience

Chair: **Timothy Jaquet**

- **Anastasios Kitsos**, Paul Bishop
  
  121  The crisis’ impact on UK local authority districts and its factors

- **Kamila Borsekova**, Peter Nijkamp
  
  348  Blessing in disguise – Long-range benefits of urban disasters

- **Stella Karoulia**, Eleni Gaki, Stella Kostopoulou, Dimitrios Lagos
  
  691  Greek tourism sector and signs of resilience

---

**Special Session**

**S_S.** Counterfactual methods for regional policy evaluation

Chair: **Marco Mariani**

- **Lionel Vedrine**, Denis Lépicier
  
  358  An econometric evaluation of the impact of LEADER on the effectiveness of rural development policies

- **Elena Ragazzi**, Lisa Sella
  
  857  Counterfactual impact evaluation of training policies: Comparison between alternative control groups

- **Laura Resmini**, Simona Comi
  
  219  Regional incentives to the internationalization of small and medium-sized enterprises: Are they effective?
Special Session | Wed_3_Room TC.3.10
--- | ---
**S_F.** Evolutionary Economic Geography - Domain and Connectedness in Regional Trajectories of Knowledge and Technology Production, Application and Diffusion

**Chairs:** Jurgen Essletzbichler, Adam Whittle

- Adam Whittle
  - Evolutionary approaches to foreign direct investment and multinational knowledge transfer: Examples from Ireland
- Koen Frenken, Elena Mas Tur, Joaquin Azagra-Caro
  - The geography of sleeping beauties in patenting: A city- and country-level analysis
- Rune Dahl Fitjar, Franz Huber
  - Recipes of proximities for innovation: Exploring equifinal and asymmetric combinations of proximity types via qualitative comparative analysis

Special Session | Wed_3_Room TC.3.11
--- | ---
**S_L.** Tourism and regional experience Special Session economy

**Chair:** Dimitrios Lagos

- Vicky Delitheou, Georgios Papastamatiou
  - Tourist tax as a mechanism of urban renaissance and redevelopment tourist industry
- Cristina Bernini, Peter Nijkamp
  - Place-based attributes and spatial expenditure behaviour in tourism

Ordinary Session | Wed_3_Room TC.3.12
--- | ---
**G_H.** Multinational corporations, social embeddedness/alienation

**Chair:** Ilaria Mariotti

- Eduardo Ibarra-Olivo
  - FDI, Wages and Education: Municipality evidence of skill acquisition in Mexico
- Raffaello Bronzini, Alessio D'Ignazio, Davide Revelli
  - Financial structure and bank relationships of Italian multinational enterprises
**14.00-15.30**

**Special Session**

**S_V.** Regional economic diversification and new path development

Chair: **Bjorn Asheim**

Roberta Capello, Camilla Lenzi

117 The dynamics of regional learning paradigms and trajectories: An empirical investigation

Nina Kyllingstad, Nina Hjertvikrem, Roman Martin

630 Regional innovation systems and innovation networks - A comparative analysis of two clusters in the Norwegian oil and gas industry

Johan Miörner, Roman Martin, Michaela Trippl

921 Paving the way for new regional growth paths: Actors and modes of change in Scania’s digital games industry

---

**Special Session**

**S_Z.** Cities and nature

Chair: **John Östh**

Kazunari Tanaka, Shin Yoshikawa

168 On the method for evaluating buffer zone of heritage

Marina Toger, Itzhak Benenson, Dan Malkinson, Daniel Czamanski

297 Pigs and the city: City morphology and memory in an agent-based model of urban wildlife

John Östh, Aura Reggiani, Peter Nijkamp

500 Resilience, rural areas and accessibility: A comparative study on the Netherlands and Sweden
Refereed Session ➔ Wed_3_Room TC.4.12

G_C. Urban sprawl and shrinkage
Chair: Ann Hartell

Alina Schoenberg, Florian Bartholomae, Chang Woon Nam
87 Urban shrinkage in Eastern Germany
Carlos Azzoni, Gisalda Filgueiras, Joaquim Guilhoto, Carlos Gonçalves Jr.
263 Jungle metropolises: Belem and Manaus within the Brazilian economic system
Kenmei Tsubota
828 Continuity over the border: Luxembourg and Lorraine

Refereed Session ➔ Wed_3_Room TC.4.13

G_V. Regional cooperation and competition
G_Q. Infrastructure, transport, communications for mobile regions
G_P. Smart cities and regions
Chair: Andrés Rodriguez-Pose

Martin Falk
322 Gains from horizontal collaborations: The case of lift-linked ski areas and winter
sport destinations
Dina Elshahawany, Eduardo Haddad, Michael Lahr
684 The potential economic impacts of the proposed development corridor in Egypt:
An interregional CGE approach
Johann Eppelsheimer, Joachim Möller
467 The wage effects of regional brain gain and brain drain revisited

Ordinary Session ➔ Wed_3_Room TC.4.14

G_B. Regional economic growth and development
Chair: Tomaso Pompili

Andreas P. Cornett, Nils Karl Sørensen
97 Innovation, income and regional development: An assessment of the
importance of differences in regional potentials
**14.00-15.30**

**Anna Bufetova**
104 Trends toward the concentration of economic activity and uneven spatial development of Russia

**Viola von Berlepsch**, Andrés Rodríguez-Pose
469 A woman’s touch? Gender, migration and long-term economic development in the United States

**Ordinary Session** ➔ **Wed_3_Room TC.4.15**

**G_B. Regional economic growth and development**

Chair: Christophe Ernaelsteen

Mihaela-Nona Chilian, Marioara Iordan, Carmen Beatrice Pauna
320 Real and structural convergence in the Romanian counties in the pre-accession and post-accession periods

Christophe Ernaelsteen, Marcus Dejeard
482 Redistribution and growth among European regions

**Ordinary Session** ➔ **Wed_3_Room TC.4.16**

**G_E. Regional and urban policy, planning and governance. Best practices**

Chair: Kim Tschangho

Thomas Cornier, Sébastien Bourdin
234 A comparative analysis of the quality of life perception in European cities

Kim Tschangho
465 Assigning weights for criteria for project evaluation: A comparative analysis

Oldrich Hajek, Jiri Novosak

**Ordinary Session** ➔ **Wed_3_Room TC.4.17**

**G_D. Regional and urban labor markets**

Chair: Shihe Fu

Victor Montuenga, Inmaculada Garcia-Mainer
223 Regional dimension of insecurity at the job place: Objective versus subjective valuation
Ordinary Session ➔ Wed_3_Room TC.4.18

G_K. Spatial econometrics and regional economic modelling
Chair: Ondřej Krčál

James LeSage, Manfred M. Fischer
20 The role of cross-sectional dependence attributable to geographical versus socio-cultural distance in trade flows

Tamás Krisztin, Petr Havlík, David Leclere, Inés Moreau
439 The determinants of global land-use change: A Bayesian approach using the Pólyá-Gamma sampler

Elizaveta Kolchinskaya
603 Factors of manufacturings development in Russia

Ondřej Krčál
803 Local price competition: Evidence from the Czech retail gasoline market

Ordinary Session ➔ Wed_3_Room TC.5.01

G_G. Entrepreneurship, small business and regional diversity
Chair: Bernadette Power

John Moffat, Richard Harris
110 The sources of the Scotland-rest of the UK productivity gap

Isidoro Romero, Pilar Tejada
379 Tourism SMEs and innovation: Studying the influence of tour operators

Stepan Zemtsov, Vera Barinova
802 Factors of entrepreneurial activity and regional development in Russia

Bernadette Power, Geraldine Ryan, Justin Doran
671 Which firms fail and disappear? A cohort analysis of firm deaths during the financial crisis
14.00-15.30

Ordinary Session ➤ Wed_3_Room TC.5.02

G_L. Spatial agglomerations - economic clusters and metropolitan areas
Chair: Anna Ferragina

Ann Verhetsel, Joris Beckers, Isabelle Thomas, Thomas Vanoutrive
106 Beyond colocation, identifying clusters by including buyer-supplier linkages: case of the logistics sector in Belgium

Rolf Bergs
256 Exploring the spatial economy by night

Svetlana Khusnutdinova
728 Contemporary characteristics of the city agglomerations of the Russian Federation (case-study of the Kazan agglomeration)

Anna Ferragina, Fernanda Mazzotta
949 Spatial proximity and firm performances. Empirical evidence from Turkey, Tunisia and Italy

Ordinary Session ➤ Wed_3_Room TC.5.04

G_Q. Infrastructure, transport, communications for mobile regions
Chair: Sigal Kaplan

Guanghua Wan, Xun Zhang
89 Who gains more from which infrastructure in rural People's Republic of China?

Rumana Islam Sarker, Sigal Kaplan, Sonja Haustein, Otto Anker Nielsen
181 The use of social media in public transport to understand the passenger preferences and increase the user satisfaction

Dagmara Wrzesinska, Sigal Kaplan, Carlo Giacomo Prato, Otto Anker Nielsen
189 The role of existence, relatedness and growth in adapting from a car-oriented to a cycling-oriented culture
14.00-15.30

G_F. Location of economic activity

Chair: Dieter Pennerstorfer

- Federica Rossi, Magdalena Dej, Wojciech Jarczewski
  Exploring determinants of firm relocation in Polish metropolitan areas
- Dieter Pennerstorfer, Christoph Weiss, Biliana Yontcheva
  Frequency of price adjustment and market power
- Chiara Burlina, Giulio Cainelli
  Inter-firm networks and agglomeration externalities. The case of Italy

G_I. Institutional factors in regional and urban development

Chair: Justyna Danielewicz

- Susana Suárez Paniagua
  Political and institutional factors in the territorial development of metropolitan areas. The case of the metropolitan area of Leon, Guanajuato, Mexico
- Elena Midler
  Institutional capabilities and limitations of innovative development for the Russian economy
- Justyna Danielewicz, Maciej Turala
  Political fragmentation and cooperation between local governments. Case study of metropolitan areas in Poland

G_J. Migrations, diasporas, and aging in the regions

Chair: Carmen Beatrice Pauna

- Elise Stenholt Sørensen
  Educational choice and inter-regional migration: Does the type of secondary education determine the following geographic mobility among youth?
**14.00-15.30**

**Grzegorz Kula, Piotr Wójcik**

**Labor mobility of the elderly: Spatial analysis for Poland**

**Yingxia Pu, Ying Ge**

**Multilateral mechanism analysis of interprovincial migration flows in China**

**Frank Heins, Carmen Beatrice Pauna**

**Interregional and international migration in Romania: Socio-economic determinants of regional patterns**

Coffee break

15.30-16.00

Building TC

**16.00-17.30**

**Special Session**

**S_ZH**  

**August Lösch Prize and 50th anniversary of the German Speaking Section**

Chair: Gunther Maier

Uwe Schubert

50 years of regional research - the German speaking section of Regional Science Association International.

Awarding of the August Lösch Prize 2016 to Adam Storeygard

Introduction and laudatio by Johannes Bröcker

**Special Session**

**S_ZG. UEA - Real Estate 1**

Chair: Paul Cheshire

Max Löffler, Sebastian Siegloch

**Property taxation, local labor markets and rental housing**

Lu Han

**Employment networks in the professions**

Paul Cheshire, Jemma Mouland, Steve Gibbons

**Health begins with people: An RCT study to test the effects of a housing provider’s health interventions**
### Special Session

**S_ZG. UEA - Theory 2**

**Chair:** Rémi Lemoy

- **Rainald Borck**, Jan Brueckner
  
  *714* Optimal energy taxation in cities

- **Matthias Wrede**
  
  *453* A continuous spatial choice logit model of a monocentric city with multiple income classes

- **Rémi Lemoy**, Charles Raux, Pablo Jensen
  
  *524* Where in cities do "rich" and "poor" people live? The urban economics model revisited

### Special Session

**S_B. Regional resilience**

**Chair:** Timothy Jaquet

- **Laura Cruz Castro, Adelheid Holl**, Ruth Rama, Luis Sanz Menéndez
  
  *150* Economic crisis and corporate innovation in Spain: Factors that matter

- **Sandrine Labory**, Patrizio Bianchi
  
  *385* Governance, agency and regional resilience: A case study of the Emilia-Romagna region in Italy

- **Hugo Pinto**, Tuzin Baycan
  
  *540* Varieties of capitalism and global imbalances of innovation dynamics: Insights from a large dataset

- **Roberto Camagni, Ugo Fratesi**
  
  *925* Territorial capital and regional economic resilience: Critical reflections
16.00-17.30

Refereed Session ➞ Wed_4_Room TC.3.10

G_T. Regional finances, investments and capital markets
Chair: Laura Resmini

Anna Mishura, Svetlana Ageeva
167 Regional distribution of bank institutions in Russia: Role of state and education
Etienne Duchâtel, Jean-François Gajewski, Mathieu Gatumel, Yochanan Shachmurove
593 The Effects of Investors Geography on the Performances of Funded Firms
Backed by Venture Capital
Daniel Felsenstein, Michael Beenstock
215 The effects of foreign direct investment and investment grants on regional capital deepening

Special Session ➞ Wed_4_Room TC.3.11

S_L. Tourism and regional experience economy
Chair: Peter Nijkamp

Sauvour Giannoni, Juan Hernandez
273 Market-segment specialization and long-term growth in a tourism-based economy
João Romão, Bart Neuts
493 Territorial resources, tourism dynamics and sustainable development in European regions
Tom Broekel
843 The relation between wind turbines and tourism

Special Session ➞ Wed_4_Room TC.3.12

S_T. Rural areas can be smart. Reflections on the future of the European non-urban territories
Chair: Maryline Filippi

Andrea Szekely
746 Mental cognition of scattered farms in the Great Plain
Maryline Filippi
864 Leaders as main actors for open innovation in smart rural development - A French case study
Special Session ➔ Wed_4_Room TC.4.02

S_ZC. Infrastructure & the Spatial Organization of Labor Market Activity: New Methods and Innovative Data

Chair: Joachim Möller

Daniel F. Heuermann, Johannes F. Schmieder
92 Warping space: Infrastructure, commuting, and locational choice

Peter Haller, Wolfgang Dauth
290 Where are you looking for work? Analyzing commuting-pattern using GIS-data

Johannes Rode, Sven Müller
579 Spatio-temporal variation in peer effects - The case of rooftop photovoltaic systems in Germany

Special Session ➔ Wed_4_Room TC.4.04

S_Z. Cities and nature

Chair: Ting Zhou

Assaf Shwartz
193 The ecological and social benefits of conserving urban biodiversity

Ting Zhou, Eric Koomen, Xinli Ke
937 Typical patterns of ecosystem service provision of agricultural land in the urban rural fringe of China

Marion Le Texier, Geoffrey Caruso
471 On the ability to validate a green mismatch hypothesis: Data effects

Refereed Session ➔ Wed_4_Room TC.4.12

G_K. Spatial econometrics and regional economic modelling

Chair: Paul Elhorst

Christian Dreger, Reinhold Kosfeld, Yanqun Zhang
101 Determining minimum wages in China: Do economic factors dominate?

Emanuela Marrocu, Silvia Balia, Rinaldo Brau
127 A spatial analysis of inter-regional patient mobility in Italy

Reinhold Kosfeld, Christian Dreger
955 The spatial dimension in the wage curve – A global cointegration analysis of German regions
16.00-17.30

Ordinary Session  ➔ Wed_4_Room TC.4.14

**G_B. Regional economic growth and development**

Chair: Zizi Goschin

**Ling Xue, Jing Wang**

112 Non-equilibrium dynamic simulation of spatial evolution of the polycentric structure in metropolitan area in China

**Jacob Jordaan, Vassilis Monastiriotis**

330 Drivers of regional FDI spillovers in Greece: An empirical examination of the effects of the technology gap and agglomeration

Zeynep Elburz, Peter Nijkamp, Eric Pels

860 Do airports enhance regional development? Evidence from Turkish case

Zizi Goschin, Steliana Sandu, Georgiana Gloria Goschin

499 The impact of economic crisis on R&D convergence in Romania

Ordinary Session  ➔ Wed_4_Room TC.4.15

**G_B. Regional economic growth and development**

Chair: Maria Teresa Sanchis

**Yeong Kim, Jae-Won Shin, Hwa-Soo Kim**

113 A study on evaluation of the factors for the industrial complex regeneration projects successful by applying the PCSI model and revised-IPA matrix based on the Kano theory

Matylda Bojar

518 Innovative regional development – Cooperation barriers in regions – Lublin Voivodeship case

**Rodger Campos, Joaquim Guilhoto**

700 The socioeconomic impacts of low income housing programs in São Paulo state, Brazil

**Maria Teresa Sanchis, Joan R. Rosés, Alfonso Diez**

894 Paris and the French desert revisited: Regional income polarization in France, 1860-2010
Ordinary Session ➔ Wed_4_Room TC.4.16

G_E. Regional and urban policy, planning and governance. Best practices
Chair: Adam Polko

Aleksandr Kotov

Typology of knowledge spillovers in the Russian monoprofile cities: Study of inter-firm contracts of the major urban enterprises
Elena Calegari, Enrico Fabrizi, Gianni Guastella, Francesco Timpano

The impact of the EU Cohesion Policy on the economic and social convergence of regions
Adam Polko

The governance of urban commons - In pursuit of collective benefits
Sumana Bandyopadhyay

Planning for Neighbourhood Changes in Kolkata (India): In search of ways to reduce Social Distance and Stress

Ordinary Session ➔ Wed_4_Room TC.4.17

G_D. Regional and urban labor markets
Chair: Mika Kortelainen

Richard Fabling, Arthur Grimes, Levi Timar

Labour market dynamics following a regional disaster
Aura Reggiani, Oto Hudec, Monika Siserova

Resilience capacity and vulnerability: The case of Slovakia
Anders Kamp Høst, Lars Winther

The new geography of skills: Job polarisation, urban size and regional development
Mika Kortelainen, Ohto Kanninen

Short- and long-term effects of elite high schools

Ordinary Session ➔ Wed_4_Room TC.4.18

G_K. Spatial econometrics and regional economic modelling
Chair: Jesus Crespo Cuaresma

Iris Wanzenböck, Manfred M. Fischer

The impact of cross-regional knowledge externalities on regional total factor productivity in Europe
16.00-17.30

Elco Koks, Mark Thissen
A MultiRegional Impact Assessment (MRfA) Model for disaster analysis
Rodolfo Metulini, Roberto Patuelli, Daniel Griffith
A spatial-filtering zero-inflated approach to the estimation of the gravity model of trade
Jesus Crespo Cuaresma, Florian Huber, Martin Feldkircher, Gernot Doppelhofer
US monetary policy in a globalized world

Ordinary Session ➔ Wed_4_Room TC.5.01

G_G. Entrepreneurship, small business and regional diversity
Chair: Stephan Brunow

Balázs Páger
The entrepreneurial activity influencing factors in Central and Eastern European regions

María-J. Ruiz-Fuensanta
The influence of the local environment on entrepreneurship: An analysis for Spain

Ben Reuveni, Dan Kaufmann
Influence of economic crisis on the performance of incubated companies: The Israeli case

Stephan Brunow, Udo Brixy, Anna D’Ambrosio
Cultural diversity and innovation in German start-ups

Ordinary Session ➔ Wed_4_Room TC.5.02

G_L. Spatial agglomerations - economic clusters and metropolitan areas
Chair: Adem Sakarya

Ferhan Gezici, Burçin Yazgı Walsh, Sinem Metin Kacar
Exploring the locality of manufacturing agglomerations in Turkey

Valter Di Giacinto, Giacinto Micucci, Alessandro Tosoni
Knowledge intensive business services and urban areas: An analysis of localization and productivity on Italian data

Jani Kozina, David Bole
Creativity at the European periphery: Spatial distribution and developmental implications in the Ljubljana region

Adem Sakarya, Yiğit Evren
Supplier customer networks in multiple clusters: Understanding the dynamics of change in the Turkish automotive industry
G_Q. Infrastructure, transport, communications for mobile regions
Chair: Elena Maggi

Xu Wang, Xiaobo Zhang, Yiping Huang, Zhuan Xie

46 Roads to innovations: Firm-level evidence from China
Isabelle Thomas, Christophe Cloquet, Jonathan Jones, Adeline Decuyper
Arnaud Adam, Jean-Charles Delvenne

209 On-line rail travel requests: “Big data” for revisiting geography?
David Castells-Quintana, Vicente Royuela

444 Spatially blind policies? Analysing agglomeration economies and European
Investment Bank funding in European Neighbouring Countries
Elena Maggi, Elena Vallino

220 An application of agent-based models on urban passenger mobility:
The case study of Varese

G_F. Location of economic activity
Chair: Dapeng Cai

Takanori Ago

204 Competition between cities and their spatial structure
David Nguyen

484 The geography of the firm: A study of subsidiary networks across regions
and industries in Germany
Dapeng Cai

823 Greenfield, M&A, or export? Regulating the entry of multinational firms

G_I. Institutional factors in regional and urban development
Chair: Fernanda Ricotta

Fernanda Ricotta

357 The Quality of Regional Government and Firm Performance.
**16.00-17.30**

Weizeng Sun, Siqi Zheng, **Yuming Fu**

799 Understanding spatial inequality and the impact of local public service provision: Evidence from Chinese cities

**Milena Vargas**, Miguel Atienza

957 The persistence of the urban concentration in Latin America: Do institutions matter?

---

**Ordinary Session ➤ Wed_4_Room TC.5.16**

**G_J.** Migrations, diasporas, and aging in the regions

Chair: **Chiara Cazzuffi**

Lamara Hadjou, Arezki Chenane

126 Determinants of consumer choice of Algerian immigrants

Idan Porat, Lucien Benguigui

350 Global migration topology - an exclusive network

Chiara Cazzuffi, Mariana Pereira

852 Internal migration and convergence in Mexico, 2000-2010

---

**Ordinary Session ➤ Wed_4_Room TC.5.18**

**G_R.** Natural environment, resources, and sustainable development

Chair: **Ricardo Lopes**

Katsuhito Nohara, Azusa Okagawa, Akira Hibiki, Hiroya Yamano

211 Valuation of coral reefs using site choice model

Tuyara Gavrilyeva

1002 Energy consumption and CO2 emissions in the northern cities (case of Yakutia)

**Ricardo L. Lopes**, Joaquim J. M. Guilhoto

408 The energy efficiency and rebound effect: The Brazilian case

---

**19.00-21.00**

**Get-together Party**

Venue: WU Vienna, Building LC

Wine & Cheese & Music

For delegates and accompanying persons
Special Session ➡ Thu_1_Room TC.3.06

**S_I.** Christaller - Central places - New trends in commerce camp; services in Rural Areas  
Chair: Krystian Heffner

Krystian Heffner  
262 New trends in commerce & services in rural areas – What’s about central places?  
Małgorzata Twardzik  
487 Discount store chains on the small towns and rural areas in Poland  
Pavel Em  
912 Moscow as a fuzzy central place system

---

Special Session ➡ Thu_1_Room TC.3.07

**S_ZG.** UEA - Cities and Countries  
Chair: Jeffrey Zax

Yi Niu  
794 Market size and the productivity of cities  
Kenmei Tsubota  
784 Partition, independence, and population geography in Bengal  
Jeffrey Zax  
693 Provincial valuations of human capital in urban China, inter-regional inequality and the implicit value of a Guangdong hukou

---

Special Session ➡ Thu_1_Room TC.3.08

**S_F.** Evolutionary Economic Geography - Domain and Connectedness in Trajectories of Knowledge and Technology Production, Application and Diffusion  
Chair: Dieter Franz Kogler

Iris Wanzenböck, Thomas Scherngell  
289 The role of R&D networks for regional knowledge production in key enabling technologies
**Special Session** ➤ *Thu_1_Room TC.3.09*

**S_G.** The benefits (and costs) of transport infrastructure investment in mature economies

Chair: Karin Winter

**Alexander Lembcke, Carlo Menon**

151 Road infrastructure and industrial development in Korea

Giovanni Campeol, Sandra Carollo, **Nicola Masotto**

652 The Alpine Region and the environmental evaluation of development strategies

Karin Winter

653 Possible social benefits of high speed rail investments in Sweden

**Special Session** ➤ *Thu_1_Room TC.3.10*

**S_R.** Innovation and Competition in E-retail and The Digital Economy

Chair: Neil Wrigley

**Thomas Wainwright, Michelle Lowe, Neil Wrigley, Les Carr**

116 Disrupting the high-street: Digital infomediaries in the travel and real estate sectors

**Jo Munson, Michelle Lowe, Neil Wrigley, Franz Huber**

588 Catching up in the digital economy: Managing the competitive pressures of the ‘secondary mover’ in e-retail

**Franz Huber, Vadim Grinevich**

122 Orchestrating innovation and upscaling in the sharing economy

**Les Dolega, Alex Singleton**

225 Spatial vulnerability of retail centres to online consumption through a framework of e-resilience
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Chairs/Authors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S_L.</td>
<td>Tourism and regional experience economy</td>
<td>Chrysanthi Balomenou, Jamie Chen, Chrysanthi Balomenou, Peter Nijkamp, Panoraia Poulaki, Dimitris Lagos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The sustainability of yachting tourism: A case study on Greece</td>
<td>Eleni Gaki, Stella Kostopoulou, Evangelia Parisi, Dimitris Lagos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The evaluation of tourism satisfaction in island destinations: The case of the Ionian Islands of Greece</td>
<td>Paula Remoaldo, José Cadima Ribeiro, Laurentina Vareiro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Destination attributes and tourists' satisfaction in a cultural destination</td>
<td>Elena Goosen, Konstantin Jumatov, Sergey Nikitenko, Yakimova Natalia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Why do we need public–private partnerships in tourism? The experience of Russia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_U.</td>
<td>Roma population</td>
<td>Gemma Larramona, Rosa Aisa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Labour market outcomes in the Roma population of Spain</td>
<td>Rosa Aisa, Joaquin Andaluz, Gemma Larramona</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fertility patterns in the Roma population of Spain</td>
<td>Marianna Battaglia, Bastien Chabe-Ferret, Lara Lebedinski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fertility and segregation: The case of the Roma in Serbia</td>
<td>Fernando Pueyo, Rosa Aisa, Gemma Larramona</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Discrimination and self-reported health for the Spanish Roma</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
09.00-10.30

**Special Session** ➞ *Thu_1_Room TC.4.02*

**S_ZF.** How to Govern Large Urban Agglomerations? Metropolitan Governance and Its Effects on Economic Performance and Quality of Life in Cities.

*Chair:* Rudiger Ahrend

Alejandra Trejo-Nieto

Disparities, challenges and problems of local governments with regard to municipal public finances in a fragmented model of metropolitan government, evidence from Mexico City

Michiel Gerritse, Andrés Rodríguez-Pose

Does federal contracting spur development?

Rudiger Ahrend, Clara Brune, Antoine Comps, Abel Schumann

Metropolitan Governance: Characteristics and Functions of Metropolitan Governance Bodies

**Special Session** ➞ *Thu_1_Room TC.4.04*

**S_ZA.** In the Post-Urban world Emergent transformations of cities and regions in the innovative global economy

*Chair:* Hans Westlund

Hans Westlund

Urban-rural relations in a post-urban world

Stanisław Walukiewicz

The Virtual Production Line as a model for the innovative global economy

Tigran Haas, Kyle Farrell

Rapid urbanization and the future of places

**Refereed Session** ➞ *Thu_1_Room TC.4.12*

**G_O.** Realty and housing markets (in cooperation with ERES)

*Chair:* Gunther Maier

Fredrik Kopsch, Mats Wilhelmsson, Svante Mandell

Towards a measure of speculative housing markets
Refereed Session

G_T. Regional finances, investments and capital markets

Chair: Michaela Trippl

Dan Kaufmann, Ilanit Gavious, Dafna Schwartz, Rafel Bar-El

207 External funding for innovation in low and medium-tech SMEs: The complementary association between supply and demand

Markus Grillitsch, Björn Asheim, Michaela Trippl

706 Regional innovation systems: Past - presence - future

Benjamin Wirth, Davidt Hardt, Isabella Lehmann

773 Capitalization of Local Taxes and Expenditures - The case of Bavarian Municipalities

Alexander Blandon Lopez, Janeth Gonzalez Rubio

977 Relationship between value chain governance and value chain integration (as an outcome of a public private partnership to promote value chain competitiveness at the regional level). The case of the value chain cotton/textile/clothing in Tolima (Colombia)

Ordinary Session

G_B. Regional economic growth and development

Chair: Margarita Barrera

Elisa Ravazzoli, Thomas Streifeneder

147 Identifying spatial demographic imbalances within the Alpine macro region. Which implications for the EUSALP strategy?

Pawel Gajewski

463 Sources of regional inflation in Poland

Mark Thissen, Bart Los, Philip McCann

522 Analysis of centre-periphery dependencies in a world of fragmented production processes

Margarita Barrera, Rosa Duarte, Alfredo Mainar

709 Technology changes in a multi-regional model
09.00-10.30

**Ordinary Session**  ➔ Thu_1_Room TC.4.15

**G_B.** Regional economic growth and development

Chair: Bence Zuti

**Silvia Cerisola**

149 Multiple creative talents and their determinants at the local level

Filipe Batista E Silva, Pilar Vizcaino Martinez, Lewis Dijkstra, Carlo Lavalle

Philippe Monfort

349 Regionalization of European demographic and economic projections

Eduardo Castro, Carlos Silva, José Martins, João Marques

884 P-RIDE PROJECT - Portugal: Regional Integration of Demography and Economy

Miklós Lukovics, Bence Zuti

526 The economic potential of universities in the digital world

---

**Ordinary Session**  ➔ Thu_1_Room TC.4.16

**G_E.** Regional and urban policy, planning and governance. Best practices

Chair: Vladimir Klimanov

Alina Schoenberg, Florian Bartholomae

88 Evaluation of Central Places in Bavaria

Elisabetta Pietrostefani

305 From too much to no planning? Urban heritage between the counteracting forces of regulation and markets, comparing Global North and Global South cities

Miriam Šebová

508 Cultural participation in the city

Vladimir Klimanov, Ksenia Budaeva

760 Regional strategizing in Russia: Best practices and failures

---

**Ordinary Session**  ➔ Thu_1_Room TC.4.17

**G_D.** Regional and urban labor markets

Chair: Sierdjan Koster

Dusan Paredes, Juan Soto, David Fleming

269 Wage compensation for fly-in/fly-out commuters in Chile
**Ordinary Session**

**G_K. Spatial econometrics and regional economic modelling**

**Chair:** Wolfgang Koller

- **Tamás Krisztin,** Manfred M. Fischer
  - The gravity model for international trade: Specification and estimation issues

- **Marius Stankoweit**
  - An economic guidance for adapting electricity distribution networks (a case study for Germany)

- **Yoji Kunimitsu**
  - What is the key causative factors for an improvement of total factor productivity in Japanese rice sector? Evidence from Spatial Econometric Model

- **Wolfgang Koller**
  - A new extension of the mixed model of input-output analysis to quantify the economic importance of a compound of economic activities: An application to the Austrian biogas sector

**Ordinary Session**

**G_G. Entrepreneurship, small business and regional diversity**

**Chair:** Marek Lavčák

- **Francisco Diniz,** Hamilton Vale Leitão
  - Entrepreneurship and social innovation in training and human capital development: The case of the Bank Palmas
09.00-10.30

**G_Q. Infrastructure, transport, communications for mobile regions**

**Chair:** Abdullah Çolak

- Marion Drut
- **Ismir Mulalic, Ninette Pilegaard, Jan Rouwendal**
- **213** Does improving public transport decrease car ownership? Evidence from the Copenhagen metropolitan area

**Ordinary Session ➪ Thu_1_Room TC.5.04**

- **401** Differences in entrepreneurship in EU regions based on the REDI methodology
- **580** Micro-foundations of skill-biased knowledge spillovers
- **761** How does the city shape its startup ecosystem: Slovak and Czech startup cities

**G_L. Spatial agglomerations - economic clusters and metropolitan areas**

**Chair:** Lukas Danko

- **573** Urban agglomeration and city size: Case of Indonesia
- **185** The great urban techno shift: Are central neighborhoods the next Silicon Valleys? Evidence from three Canadian metropolitan areas
- **1000** The effect of spatial structure and dynamic externalities on local growth in Seoul metropolitan area
- **963** Creative cluster development as a tool to increase competitiveness of cities
Edgar Morgenroth, Daire McCoy, Sean Lyons, onal Palcic, Leonie Allen
814 The impact of local infrastructure on new business establishments

Ali İhsan Özdemir, Abdullah Çolak, Muhammed Ziya Paköz
941 Analysing effects of tramline on property prices: The case of Kayseri property market

Ordinary Session ➥ Thu_1_Room TC.5.12

G_F. Location of economic activity
Chair: Muhammed Ziya Paköz

Angelika Krehl, Angelika Münter
356 Identifying business specialization patterns within a multidimensional urban framework.
Insights from the Frankfurt/Rhine-Main metro area

Giulio Cainelli, Roberto Ganau
488 Selection, local heterogeneity and firm economic performance.
An Evolutionary Economic Geography framework

Muhammed Ziya Paköz, Ali İhsan Özdemir, Abdullah Çolak
924 Optimization of the spatial distribution of primary health care facilities in Kayseri, Turkey

Ordinary Session ➥ Thu_1_Room TC.5.14

G_I. Institutional factors in regional and urban development
Chair: Ana Paula Bastos

Anastasiia Konstantynova, Tine Lehmann
722 Cluster activities in different institutional environments. Case studies of ICT-Clusters from Austria, Germany, Ukraine and Serbia

Petar Filipić
171 Economic effects of the capital city

Ana Paula Bastos, Sören Sholvin, Javier Revilla-Diez, Mauricio Serra, Célio Hiratuka, Moritz Breul, Mariane Françoiso, Patrícia Mello
899 Giant commodity chains and local embeddedness:
Density, distance, division on the oil and gas sector in São Paulo
Ordinary Session ➥ Thu_1_Room TC.5.16

G_J. Migrations, diasporas, and aging in the regions

Chair: Magdalena Pfaffl

Lasse Sigbjørn Stambøl

666 A cohort integration analysis of work and education participation among internal mobile and non-mobile immigrants by reason for immigration

Tohru Naito, Daisuke Ikazaki, Tatsuya Omori

145 Ageing and urban agglomeration under the multi-regional overlapping generation model

Magdalena Pfaffl

898 In-migration and returning adults in remote villages. Pull-factors and motivations

Ordinary Session ➥ Thu_1_Room TC.5.18

G_R. Natural environment, resources, and sustainable development

Chair: Eiji Ohno

Maria Llop

72 Changes in energy output in a regional economy: A structural decomposition analysis

Claudia Düvelmeyer, Axel Schaffer

222 Region-specific drivers of and barriers to organic farming in Germany

Ting Zhou, Eveline S. van Leeuwen, Eric Koomen

916 The importance of location in explaining preferences for cultural ecosystem services along the urban-rural gradient

Eiji Ohno, Ryuta Mori, Akira Matsumoto

425 Cost-benefit analysis of small hydroelectric generation project utilizing resident volunteers

Coffee break
10.30-11.00
Building TC
YS.1. Sustainable Developing Countries
Chair: Tomás Dentinho

Yuan Gu*, Alexander Moradi, Steven Poelhekke, Richard Tol

The value of roads:
Distance to market and the impact of rainfall on children’s health in West Africa
Trudy-Ann Stone

Institutional quality, knowledge intensity and multinational location choice:
Evidence from developing countries

YS.2. UEA_Agglomeration Economies and the labour market
Chair: Alessandra Faggian

Jan Cornelius Peters

Quantifying the effect of labor market size on learning externalities
Licia Ferranna*, Margherita Gerolimetto, Stefano Magrin

Urban governance structure and wage disparities in US metropolitan areas
Tobias Seidel, Marcel Henkel*

Geography and spatial inequality

YS.3. UEA Jobs and Social Networks
Chair: Stephan Heblich

Zhiling Wang

A paradox of economic prosperity and social integration?
Tina Wallin

Self-employment as a career choice - Incorporating children into the equation

* not eligible for the Epainos Prize
### Epainos Session

#### YS.4. Spatial Distribution of Jobs

**Chair:** Roberta Capello

- **Özge Öner, Fredrik Andersson**
  - **218** Amenity-based income sorting within cities: Using geo-coded data from Stockholm metropolitan region

- **Mario Reinhold**
  - **361** Does Job Polarisation explain Wage Inequality in Germany?

- **Raquel Sebastian**
  - **815** Job Polarisation and the Spanish Local Labour Market

---

#### YS.5. Labour Mobility and Social Networks

**Chair:** Roberto Patuelli

- **Michael Wyrwich**
  - **230** Persistence of spatial differences of female labor force participation

- **Marten Middeldorp**
  - **741** Job access and the labor market entry and spatial mobility trajectories of higher education graduates in the Netherlands

- **Gintarė Morkutė**
  - **882** Transferring local human capital: Geographical proximity and perceived employees’ productivity

---

#### YS.6. Smart and Creative Industries

**Chair:** Edward Bergman

- **Jonathan Desdemoustier**, **Nathalie Crutzen**
  - **315** Exploring stakeholders’ dynamics in “smart city” projects: The case of Belgium

- **Fikri Zul Fahmi**
  - **351** Business networks, social capital and the productivity of creative industries in Indonesia

---

* not eligible for the Epainos Prize
Jingjing Liu*, Peter Nijkamp

Inbound tourism as a driving force of the regional innovation system: An impact study on China

Epainos Session ➥ Thurs 2_Room TC.4.02

YS.7. Healthy and Sustainable Cities
Chair: Rachel Franklin

Camille Regnier

Open space preservation in an urbanization context

Alisa Timoshina

The impact of new economy on urban transformation

Epainos Session ➥ Thurs 2_Room TC.4.04

YS.8. Crime and Borders
Chair: Danny Czamanski

Marco Di Cataldo, Nicola Mastrorocco

Organised Crime within Local Governments: Evidence from Southern Italy

Pia Wassmann

Do open borders tempt a saint? Evidence from Schengen on crime rates in German border regions

Fabian Dehos

Immigration and crime: Evidence from Germany

Epainos Session ➥ Thurs 2_Room TC4.12

YS.9. UEA _Hedonic evaluation of amenities
Chair: Paul Cheshire

Mathilde Poulhes

A room with a view or rear window? Hedonic prices of the Parisian real-estate Remote sensing and spatial hedonic applications to Lisbon, Portugal

Jacob Macdonald*, Sofia Franco

Tree canopies, urban green amenities and the residential real estate market: Remote sensing and spatial hedonic applications to Lisbon, Portugal

* not eligible for the Epainos Prize
**11.00-12.30**

**Epainos Session** ➤ Thu_2_Room TC.4.13

**YS.10. Agglomeration Economies and Market Access**

Chair: Charlie Karlsson

- **Daniele Mantegazzi**, Rico Maggi
  53 The impacts of agglomeration economies on firm's credit rating profile: a spatial multilevel approach
  Christoph Hammer, Aurélien Fichet de Clairfontaine

- **Stepan Zemtsov**, Vyacheslav Baburin
  824 Economic-geographical position as a factor of regional development in Russia

---

*not eligible for the Epainos Prize*

---

**Lunch**
12.30-14.00
Building LC

---

**14.00-15.30**

**Special Session** ➤ Thu_3_Room TC.3.06

**S_ZG. UEA - Transport 2**

Chair: Lionel Vedrine

- Sophie Legras, **Lionel Vedrine**
  354 Do urban tolls really help us breathe easier? An evaluation of the impact of urban tolls on air quality
  Naqun Huang, Jing Li, **Amanda Ross**

- Kilian Heilmann
  734 The effect of transit provision on neighborhood characteristics

---

**The impact of vehicle quota premium on the housing price gradient in Singapore**

---

Stepan Zemtsov, Vyacheslav Baburin

---

**The effect of transit provision on neighborhood characteristics**

---

Kilian Heilmann
**14.00-15.30**

**Refereed Session**

**G_D. Regional and urban labor markets**

Chair: Uwe Blien

- Carsten Ochsen
  - The ins and outs of German unemployment

- Bastian Stockinger, Thomas Zwick
  - Apprentice poaching in regional labor markets

- Daniel Heuermann, Philipp Vom Berge, Johannes Schmieder
  - Evaluating active labor market policies using a spatial regression discontinuity design

**Special Session**

**S_F. Evolutionary Economic Geography - Domain and Connectedness in Regional Trajectories of Knowledge and Technology Production, Application and Diffusion**

Chair: Stefano Usai

- Rikard Eriksson, Balazs Lengyel
  - Co-worker networks and agglomeration externalities

- Michael Fritsch, Holger Graf
  - Regional innovation networks and innovation performance over time – An empirical investigation

- Tom Broekel, Lars Mewes
  - The evolution of the German knowledge space

- Jeroen Content, Koen Frenken, Carla do Rosário Costa
  - Related variety and opportunity-driven entrepreneurship: An empirical pan-European study on the regional level
14.00-15.30

Special Session ➞ Thu_3_Room TC.3.09

G_T.    S_J. Can Policy Transform Regions into Entrepreneurship and Innovation Hubs?
Chair:  Helen Lawton Smith
        Wolfgang Loibl, Ernst Gebetsroither-Gehringer

- Emergence and convergence in a Bio-region in the UK: The ‘Golden Research Triangle’ in London and the South East
  Ilker Kahraman, Seçkin Kutucu

S_K.    Sustainable Design Strategies of Urban Transformation Projects in (Re)Developing Communities
Chair:  Seçkin Kutucu
        Wolfgang Loibl, Ernst Gebetsroither-Gehringer

- Sustainable urban development Latin American Cities - policy support by scenario development with the help of simulation models
  Ilker Kahraman, Seçkin Kutucu

- A sustainable assessment model proposal for urban transformation projects in developing communities
  Seçkin Kutucu, Ebru Yılmaz

- Sustainable social development strategies of an urban renewal project in Gaziemir, Izmir
  Yochanan Shachmurove

S_N.    Nordic issues in regional science - organized by RSAS
Chair:  Robert Sörensson
        Johan Lundberg

- Do local governments underprovide elderly care? - Evidence from Sweden
  Robert Sörensson
S_P. Building Regional Advantages in Developed and Peripheral Countries: The Role of Higher Education Institutions (HEIs)
Chair: Maria Da Conceição Rego

Renato Garcia, Suelene Mascarini, Veneziano Araujo, Emerson Gomes dos Santos, Ariana Costa

University-industry linkages and local development: A preliminary analysis

Maria Da Conceição Rego, Raquel Lucas, Carlos Vieira, Isabel Vieira

Proximity and cooperation for innovative regional development – The case of the Science and Technology Park of Alentejo

Cassio Rolim, Maria de Lourdes Machado-Taylor

Employability of Portuguese Graduates: hard x soft skills

Ana Paula Bastos, Leandro Almeida, Ricardo Nascimento, Mauricio Serra

Territorial embeddness and university-firm relations

S_W. Smart City as risk or chance for sustainable urban development
Chair: Sabine Sedlacek

Eric Mulholland

Effective participatory governance in the smart city and in smart city initiatives: Vienna and Seestadt Aspern

Victoria Fernandez-Anez

Smart city assessment methodologies: An opportunity for more sustainable cities

Gudrun Haindlmaier

Surviving the data jungle - Evidence-based strategic planning in the context of the Smart City paradigm
14.00-15.30

Hans Kramar, Florian Strohmayer

Are Smart Cities more resilient to economic crises? An empirical evidence of economic development in selected European medium-sized cities

Special Session ➥ Thu_3_Room TC.4.04

S_ZA. In the Post-Urban world - Emergent transformations of cities and regions in the innovative global economy

Chair: Hans Westlund

Karima Kourtit, Peter Nijkamp

City Marketing and Digital Planning Tools

Martin Andersson, Johan P Larsson, Joakim Wernberg

The Microgeography of Diversity and Specialization

Hans Westlund, Yuheng Li

Historical experiences of government’s role in urbanization

Refereed Session ➥ Thu_3_Room TC.4.12

G_M. Innovations in space

Chair: Gunther Maier

Annekatrin Niebuhr, Jan Cornelius Peters, Alex Schmidke

Agglomeration economies, regional R&D activity and firm Innovation - Evidence for different innovation types

Markus Janser, Jens Horbach

The role of innovation and agglomeration for employment growth in the environmental sector

Veneziano Araujo, Renato Garcia

Determinants and spatial dependence of regional innovation in Brazil

Ordinary Session ➥ Thu_3_Room TC.4.13

G_C. Urban sprawl and shrinkage

Chair: Mikaël Akimowicz

Raul Silveira Neto, Gisléia Duarte

Family structure, residential location and commuting time: An empirical analysis for the city of São Paulo
Rémi Lemoy, Geoffrey Caruso

542 Land use and density in the European city: Monocentric analysis and scaling

Mikaël Akimowicz, Richard J. Vyn, Harry Cummings, Karen Landman

160 Two of a kind: The complementarity of quantitative and qualitative analyses.
The case of farm investment in Ontario’s Greenbelt

Ordinary Session ➔ Thu_3_Room TC.4.14

G_B. Regional economic growth and development

Chair: Piotr Wójcik

Ana Gomez-Loscos, Lola Gadea Rivas, Eduardo Bandres

253 Regional Business Cycles across Europe

Daniel Rauhut

367 Polycentrism: A critical discussion

Patricia Ikouta Mazza, Maria Mavri

527 Globalization, integration and inequalities in European Union

Piotr Wójcik

723 Parallel convergence of income and educational achievements
on a local level in Poland – Joint distribution dynamics

Ordinary Session ➔ Thu_3_Room TC.4.15

G_B. Regional economic growth and development

Chair: Fabio Mazzola

Zsuzsanna Márkusné Zsibók, Tamás Sebestyén

535 Long-term regional economic forecast for Hungary:
Macro modelling and regional downscaling

Gloria Cicerone, Philip McCann, Viktor A. Venhorst

737 Promoting regional growth and innovation: The relevance of related variety

Olga Milena Vargas, Juan Daniel Soto

956 Are urban areas taking advantages from proximity to cities?

Fabio Mazzola, Davide Fuceri, Pietro Pizzuto

913 Regional inequality and economic crises: An international panel analysis (1990-2014)
14.00-15.30

**Ordinary Session** ➤ *Thu_3_Room TC.4.16*

**G_E. Regional and urban policy, planning and governance. Best practices**

Chair: Nail Gökhan Karabulut

- **Sotiria Chaldezou, Yiota Theodora**
  - The role of citizen participation in the planning and management process of urban green open spaces. Challenges and dilemmas through the Greek experience

- **Boris Zhikharevich, Natalia Lebedeva**
  - Analyzing the consistency of socio-economic and spatial planning documents (basing on the example of 19 regions of Russia)

- **Nail Gökhan Karabulut**
  - Metropolitan governance -Led by new (cooperative) regionalism- Case of Hatay

---

**Ordinary Session** ➤ *Thu_3_Room TC.4.17*

**G_D. Regional and urban labor markets**

Chair: Daniel Montolio

- **Tatiana Blinova, Victor Rusanovskiy, Vladimir Markov**
  - The contribution of youth unemployment to the interregional differentiation of the Russian labor market

- **Yukiko Abe**
  - On the convergence in female participation rates

- **Daniel Montolio**
  - The unintended consequences on crime of “Pennies from Heaven”

---

**Ordinary Session** ➤ *Thu_3_Room TC.4.18*

**G_K. Spatial econometrics and regional economic modelling**

Chair: Benjamin Montmartin

- **Wolfgang Koller, Manfred M. Fischer**
  - Forecasting macroeconomic time series using the autoregressive neural network approach: A comparison of distinct modelling strategies

- **Michal Pietrzak**
  - The modifiable areal unit problem - The empirical examples of scale and aggregation problems
**Ordinary Session**  ➞ Thu_3_Room TC.5.01

**G_G.**  Entrepreneurship, small business and regional diversity

**Chair:** Marina Van Geenhuizen

- **Suvi Konsti-Laakso, Timo Pihkala, Satu Rinkinen**
  - How entrepreneurship and innovation policies co-exists in social venture creation: A case study

- **Rocío Rosales Ortega, Victor Manuel Velázquez Duran, Jessica Tolentino Martínez**
  - Among cooperation and individual efforts: Textile, pottery craft and firework entrepreneurs in central region of México.

- **Verena Radinger-Peer, Sabine Sedlacek**
  - Industrial properties for technology based start-ups: The case of the Vienna Region between supply and demand

- **Marina Van Geenhuizen**
  - Capability factors in changing patterns of international knowledge relationships among university spin-off firms in Northwest Europe

**Ordinary Session**  ➞ Thu_3_Room TC.5.02

**G_L.**  Spatial agglomerations - economic clusters and metropolitan areas

**Chair:** Pablo Collazzo

- **Martijn Smit**
  - Measuring agglomeration

- **Filippo Boeri**
  - Dynamic agglomeration patterns

- **Daniel Shefer**
  - Spatial inequality and economic growth

- **Pablo Collazzo**
  - Smart, competitive cities - The Vienna biotech cluster

---
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14.00-15.30

Ordinary Session ➞ Thu_3_Room TC.5.04

G.Q. Infrastructure, transport, communications for mobile regions
Chair: Jonas Westin
- Harvey Cutler, Naiyu Wang, Charles Nicholson, Sammy Zahran
  242 Merging economic and civil engineering models to estimate the impact of earthquakes
- Fikret Zorlu
  942 Dryport planning as a sustainable freight transportation strategy
- Jonas Westin
  507 Wider economic impacts and regional effects of transport infrastructure investments in peripheral cross-border regions

Ordinary Session ➞ Thu_3_Room TC.5.12

G.F. Location of economic activity
Chair: Riccardo Crescenzi
- Marco Bettiol, Chiara Burlina, Maria Chiare vesio, Eleonora Di Maria
  267 Offshoring or back-shoring? Evidence from industrial districts in the North-East Italy
- Angelika Krehl, Stefan Siedentop, Hannes Taubenböck, Michael Wurm
  613 Consolidated assessment of urban spatial structure – How far can it be stretched? Evidence from German city regions
- Sabina Buczkowska, Matthieu Lapparent (de)
  689 Location choices under strategic interactions: Bayesian Nash discrete game
- Riccardo Crescenzi, Roberta Rabelotti, Vito Amendolagine
  836 Multinationals’ entry mode, firm heterogeneity and institutional conditions

Ordinary Session ➞ Thu_3_Room TC.5.14

G.M. Innovations in space
Chair: Iraci Joao
- Berna Sezen Özen, Tüzin Baycan
  578 Assessment of regional innovation performance in Turkey over the last decade
- Ayse Nur Albayrak
  291 Innovative regions in Turkey
- Iraci Joao
  987 Exploring social innovation practice: A portrayal of Brazilian Social Enterprise
Ordinary Session ➔ Thu_3_Room TC.5.16

G_J. Migrations, diasporas, and aging in the regions
Chair: Cho Deokho

Clément Gorin

682 Patterns and determinants of inventors' mobility across European urban areas
Chiara Cazzuffi, Félix Modrego

851 Internal migration in Mexico: The role of territorial characteristics of the place of origin
Cho Deokho

159 A conceptual framework for building a social enterprise beyond the farmland pension system in the rural areas

Ordinary Session ➔ Thu_3_Room TC.5.18

G_R. Natural environment, resources, and sustainable development
Chair: Marta R. Casanova

Aliza Fleischer, Michal Lichter, Daniel Felsenstein

100 Estimating spatial and distributional effects in the provision of ecosystem services
Akihiko Yanase

278 Trade, resource use and pollution: A generalization
Marta R. Casanova

948 Spatial distribution of pollutant releases in Europe

Coffee break
15.30-16.00
Building TC
16.00-17.30

Special Session ➞ Thu_4_Room TC.3.06

S_ZG. UEA - Urban Policy 1
Chair: Hildegunn Stokke

Ari Hyytinen, Jaakko Meriläinen, Tuukka Saarimaa, Otto Toivanen, Janne Tukiainen

458 Public employees as politicians: Evidence from close elections

Hildegunn Stokke

169 Regional payroll tax cuts and individual wages: Heterogeneous effects across education groups

Guido De Blasio, Marta Auricchio, Emanuele Ciani, Alberto Dalmazzo

431 The consequences of public employment: A local analysis

Referred Session ➞ Thu_4_Room TC.3.07

G_D. Regional and urban labor markets
Chair: Jouke van Dijk

Uwe Blien, Wolfgang Dauth

114 Job polarization on local labor markets?

María Gutiérrez Portilla, Adolfo Maza Fernández, María Hierro Franco

621 The effect of immigration on wages: A spatial panel approach for the Spanish provinces

Andreas Steinmayr

845 Exposure to refugees and voting for the far-right. (Unexpected) results from Austria

Special Session ➞ Thu_4_Room TC.3.08

S_F. Evolutionary Economic Geography - Domain and Connectedness in Regional Trajectories of Knowledge and Technology Production, Application and Diffusion
Chair: Jurgen Essletzbichler

Marcin Rataj, Rikard Eriksson

332 Entrepreneurial skills and regional growth regimes. How new entrepreneurs contribute to transformation of regional economy under diverging regional settings
**Special Session ➩ Thu_4_Room TC.3.09**

**S_J.** Can Policy Transform Regions into Entrepreneurship and Innovation Hubs?

Chair: Amnon Frenkel

- **Annalisa Caloffi**, Federica Rossi, Margherita Russo
  - The behavioural additionality of innovation policy. Evidence from a regional small-business programme

- **Maria Tsouri**
  - Knowledge networks and tie creation: Evidence from Trentino, Italy

**Special Session ➩ Thu_4_Room TC.3.11**

**S_N.** Nordic issues in regional science - organized by RSAS

Chair: Johan Lundberg

- **Lars Westin**
  - A national welfare policy for a resource curse at the regional level

- **Jonas Westin**, Rolf Hugoson
  - Legitimating transportation corridors: Case study of the national negotiation on housing and infrastructure

- **Robert Sörensson**
  - A hierarchical model of spillover in Swedish manufacturing and service industries
16.00-17.30

Special Session ➞ Thu_4_Room TC.3.12

S_W. Smart City as risk or chance for sustainable urban development
Chair: Ana Paula Bastos

Mauricio Bittencourt, Laura Gomes, Ariel Letti, Raissa Bragança
685 University and regional development: Efficiency of Brazilian universities

Alexandre Porsse
697 The role of higher education in a demographic transition society

Special Session ➞ Thu_4_Room TC.4.02

S_W. Smart City as risk or chance for sustainable urban development
Chair: Rudolf Giffinger

Mihály Lados
400 Smart City attitudes of Hungarian cities

Nathalie Crutzen, Rama Krishna Reddy Kummitha
415 How do we understand Smart City? An Evolutionary Perspective

Stefano Aragona
830 Ecological territory and ecocity as result of smart, sustainable, integrated planning policy

Special Session ➞ Thu_4_Room TC.4.04

S_ZB. Informal Urban Cultures: How Informality Becomes Part of the Formal System
Chair: Melis Oguz

Melis Oguz, Aylin Sentürk
301 Informal urban cultures: How informality becomes part of the formal system

Pablo Navarrete-Hernandez
343 From survival to decent work: Supporting home-based enterprises in Santiago de Chile

Hatice Aysun Ozkan, Aylin Senturk
464 Dealing with Informal Settlements: Change in Government Acts and Laws in Turkey

Hassan Elmouelhi, Melis Oguz
750 Informal public transportation: An innovative rebel against neoliberal urban development? The case of Cairo and Istanbul
### Special Session

**S_ZG.** UEA - Migration  
**Chair:** Matz Dahlberg  
**Matthias Dorner,** Dietmar Harhoff, Karin Hoisl, Tina Hinz, Stefan Bender  
581 Social ties and patent quality signals – Quasi experimental evidence from East German inventor migration  
Heléne Lundqvist, Matz Dahlberg, Henrik Andersson  
766 Migrating natives and foreign immigration  
Dafeng Xu  
69 Migration of skilled labor driven by cultural assimilation:  
Evidence from advanced degree holders from China

### Ordinary Session

**G_B.** Regional economic growth and development  
**Chair:** Jan Hauke  
**Mark Partridge,** Alexandra Tsvetkova, Michael Betz  
198 Are the most productive regions necessarily the most successful?  
Local effects of productivity on socioeconomic performance in US counties  
**Giovanni Perucca**  
545 Cultural attitudes and social cohesion: Evidence from Italian municipalities  
Jan Hauke, oanna Dominiak  
757 Changes in the structure of the service sector and economic development of EU countries

### Ordinary Session

**G_O.** Realty and housing markets (in cooperation with ERES)  
**Chair:** Mira G Baron  
**Sauveur Giannoni,** Caroline Tafani  
13 Quasi price dispersion on the land market: Some evidence from Corsica  
Juan Carmona, Markus Lampe, Joan R. Rosés  
461 What drove the integration of real estate markets during the Spanish urban transition?  
Mira G. Baron, Ella R. Diamant  
642 Real estate in studentified neighborhoods
16.00-17.30

**Ordinary Session**  ➡ Thu_4_Room TC.4.16

**G_E. Regional and urban policy, planning and governance. Best practices**

Chair: Wim van der Knaap

- **Boris Zhikharevich, Taras Pribyshin**
  - 338 The region and its center: Are development plans agreed?

- **Marek Pieniazek**
  - 585 Methodological issues related to buildings number and distribution. Selected indicators and their application in Poland

- **Claudia Ionescu**
  - 960 Best practices from Bucharest Region, Romania

- **Wim van der Knaap, Joa Maouche**
  - 156 Transition theory and strategic spatial planning; merging or diverging?

---

**Ordinary Session**  ➡ Thu_4_Room TC.4.17

**G_D. Regional and urban labor markets**

Chair: Takatoshi Tabuchi

- **Andrea Morescalchi**
  - 307 Job search methods and regional mobility of unemployed worker

- **Takatoshi Tabuchi, Marcus Berliant**
  - 270 Equilibrium commuting

---

**Ordinary Session**  ➡ Thu_4_Room TC.4.18

**G_K. Spatial econometrics and regional economic modelling**

Chair: Jorge Ferreira

- **Ioannis Chatziantoniou, Nikolaos Antonakakis, Christos Floros**
  - 47 Dynamic connectedness of UK regional property prices

- **Manfred Paier, Martina Duenser, Thomas Scherngell, Simon Martin**
  - 288 Simulating regional knowledge creation. The case of the Austrian biotechnology sector
Kyosuke Kurita

Impact evaluation of Structural Funds on the firm productivity: Based on spatial econometric approach and large micro dataset

Jorge Ferreira, Alexandre Alves, Emilie Caldeira

Elections and externalities of health expenditures: Spatial patterns and opportunism in the local budget allocation

Ordinary Session

G_G. Entrepreneurship, small business and regional diversity

Chair: Esa Storhammar

Jean Bonnet, Pascal Cussy, Marcus Dejardin

The real culture of entrepreneurship, external takeovers challenging new-firststartups?

Ronen Harel, Dafna Schwartz, Dan Kaufmann

Innovation capabilities and processes in small low-tech firms

Annie Tubadji, Roberto Patuelli, Enrico Santarelli

Multi-level transmission of cultural attitudes and entrepreneurial intentions: Evidence for high-school students

Esa Storhammar, Timo Tohmo

Factors affecting the success of business in different operating environments

Ordinary Session

G_L. Spatial agglomerations - economic clusters and metropolitan areas

Chair: Orsa Kekezi

Stefan Lüthi, Alain Thierstein, Michael Bentlage

Knowledge-intensive firm and spatial restructuring: A framework to analyse connectivity dynamics

Jose A. Belso-Martinez

Innovation, synergistic effects and the co-existence of networks in clusters

Yasuaki Kikukawa, Keisuke Takano, Morito Tsutsumi

Application of inter-firm transaction micro data to measuring industrial agglomeration

Orsa Kekezi, Johan Klaesson

Agglomeration and performance of knowledge intensive business services
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session Name</th>
<th>Room</th>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16.00-17.30</td>
<td>Ordinary Session</td>
<td>Thu_4</td>
<td>Patrizia Riganti</td>
<td>Regional conflicts and regional science</td>
<td>Marcos Sanso-Navarro, María Vera-Cabello</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Room TC.5.04</td>
<td></td>
<td>The demographic impact of terrorism: Evidence from Basque municipalities</td>
<td>Patrizia Riganti, Yaseen Salih</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Governance Models for Managing Ethnic Conflicts in Deeply Divided Societies: The Case of Iraq</td>
<td>Patrizia Riganti, Kadhim Braim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Post conflicts regions and the potential of cultural tourism: the case of Kurdistan</td>
<td>Patrizia Riganti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ordinary Session</td>
<td>Thu_4</td>
<td>Stephan Brunow</td>
<td>Smart cities and regions</td>
<td>Aurélie Mercier, Xavier Comte, Nicolas Ovtracht</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Room TC.5.12</td>
<td></td>
<td>Congestion in urban areas: A difficult trade-off between financing and accessibility?</td>
<td>Kamila Borsekova, Anna Vanova, Katarina Vitalisova</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Challenges in smart cities development in EU transition countries</td>
<td>Stephan Brunow, Eckhard Bode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Creativity, personality traits and regional productivity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ordinary Session</td>
<td>Thu_4</td>
<td>Tina Wallin</td>
<td>Innovations in space</td>
<td>Maria Estela Ferreira</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Room TC.5.14</td>
<td></td>
<td>A contribution for the identification of indicators for the evaluation of the impact on regional innovation and development of an EU program for university research in the north of Portugal?</td>
<td>Paulo Cesar Morceiro, Milene Simone Tessarin, André Luis Squarize Chagas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Innovation’s peer effects and sectorial neighborhood in Brazilian manufacturing industry</td>
<td>Tina Wallin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A firm’s choice of export markets - Does the foreign background of its employees provide lower barriers to entry?</td>
<td>Tina Wallin</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Ordinary Session ➞ Thu_4_Room TC.5.16

G_J. Migrations, diasporas, and aging in the regions
Chair: Justyna Wilk

Mats Johansson

192 Immigration – a way out of the Swedish rural population crisis?
Stefano Magrini, Licia Ferranna, Margherita Gerolimetto

592 The effect of immigration on convergence dynamics in the US
Justyna Wilk

820 Regional differences of population structure across the European Union

Ordinary Session ➞ Thu_4_Room TC.5.18

G_R. Natural environment, resources, and sustainable development
Chair: Reinhard Felix Paulesich

Elyakim Ben-Hakoun, Mordechai Shechter, Yehuda Hayuth

137 Shipping and it’s environmental impact - Economic evaluation, CO2 perspective
Tüzin Baycan, Aysun Aygün

657 Transition towards a post-carbon city: Critical impact assessment for Istanbul
Reinhard Felix Paulesich

953 Measuring regional resilience towards fossil fuel supply constraints.
Adaptability and vulnerability in socio-ecological transformations with focus on social capital - The case of Austria
**Refereed Session ➤ Fri_1_Room TC.3.07**

**G_D. Regional and urban labor markets**

Chair: Petra Staufer-Steinnocher

- **Paul Elhorst**, Albert Jan Hummel
  59 Regional labour productivity differentials and the U.S. wage curve

- **Ana Barufi**, Eduardo Haddad, Peter Nijkamp
  279 A comprehensive analysis of the wage curve in Brazil: Non-linearities, urban size, and the spatial dimension

- **Bastian Stockinger**
  584 Local broadband availability and establishments’ hiring

**Special Session ➤ Fri_1_Room TC.3.08**

**S_C. New Phases of Mutual Economic Interdependent Relations**
- Trade, FDI and Migration

Chair: Takamune Fujii

- **Yukio Karasawa-Ohtashiro**, Dapeng Cai
  3 Regulations on entry of foreign firm and mixed enterprises

- Kazunobu Hayakawa, Han-sung Kim, Taiyo Yoshimi
  202 FTA in international finance: Impacts of exchange rates on FTA utilization

- **Takamune Fujii**
  563 Passenger transportation services facilitation and global value chain in East Asia

- **Hiroshi Kurata**
  201 Market size, firm location, and tacit collusion in non-traded good industries

**Special Session ➤ Fri_1_Room TC.3.09**

**S_A. Interregional migration: new insights on the role of economic opportunities, human capital, creativity and cultural identity**

Chair: Viktor Venhorst

- **Bianca Biagi**, Claudio Detotto, Alessandra Faggian
  109 The impact of short and long run growth on human capital migration in the Italian provinces

- **Martijn Smit**
  505 New jobs in the region: Who fills them?

- **Maria Abreu**
  655 Migration in order to avoid discrimination - The case of gay and lesbian migrants in the UK

- **Tatiana Gerasimenko**
  877 The most important factors of the regional and ethno-cultural identity transformation in the multicultural trans-border-regions
### Special Session  ➤ Fri_1_Room TC.3.11

**S_H.**  Redefining the City-region paradigm: smart strategies for a sustainable and inclusive urban environment.

**Chair:** Jani Kozina

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mapping the shift to effective city-region governance? The case of Wales and the ‘Cardiff Capital Region’</td>
<td>Nick Clifton, David Pickernell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City-regions and soil consumption: Smart urban strategies for natural land-preservation and a sustainable land-use management</td>
<td>Anna Maria Colavitti, Sergio Serra, Alessia Usai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incorporating urban-rural framework into the creative-knowledge city-region paradigm: The case study of Slovenia</td>
<td>Jani Kozina, Nick Clifton</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Special Session  ➤ Fri_1_Room TC.3.12

**S_O.** Attractiveness of regions and places between perception and reality: multidisciplinary perspectives

**Chair:** Wim Meester

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attractiveness of the Mediterranean and Baltic Sea regions on mental maps of secondary school students</td>
<td>Janne Holmén</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The North-South divide in Italy between perception and reality</td>
<td>Dario Musolino</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Special Session  ➤ Fri_1_Room TC.4.02

**S_X.** Regional specialization - concepts and measures

**Chair:** Dagmara Kociuba

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Specialization, concentration and agglomeration measurement: distance-based vs. cluster based</td>
<td>Katarzyna Kopczewska</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drivers of regional specialization in knowledge intensive business services in Austria</td>
<td>Matthias Firgo, Peter Mayerhofer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional and local innovation strategies of Polish regions – Lublin region case study</td>
<td>Dagmara Kociuba</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
09.00-10.30

Refereed Session ➥ Fri_1_Room TC.4.12

**G_R. Natural environment, resources, and sustainable development**

**Chair:** Sabine Sedlacek

Soushi Suzuki, Peter Nijkamp

11 An evaluation of energy-environment-economic efficiency for Asian countries: A proposal for a time-series target-oriented DFM model in data envelopment analysis

Yoji Kunimitsu

274 Economic effects of mitigation and adaptation technology in rice production under global warming: Application of dynamic spatial computable general equilibrium model

Vera Ivanova, Darya Vertkina

302 Environmental Kuznets curve: Russian cities’ case

---

Ordinary Session ➥ Fri_1_Room TC.4.13

**G_C. Urban sprawl and shrinkage**

**Chair:** Gianni Guastella

Rachel Franklin

259 Concentrated decline: Patterns of population loss in shrinking U.S. cities

Katja Keggenhoff, Rüdiger Hamm, Angelika Jäger

362 Reurbanization in Mönchengladbach? A discussion of uneven urban development, dynamic socio-economic processes and possible policy implications

Gianni Guastella, Stefano Pareglio, Paolo Sckokai

644 Urban sprawl and agricultural land take in European cities

---

Ordinary Session ➥ Fri_1_Room TC.4.14

**G_B. Regional economic growth and development**

**Chair:** Bartlomiej Rokicki

Marion Cornelia Schwärzler, Benno Legler

771 The regional footprint of the health economy in Germany - First results for selected federal states
Michele Sabatino

The de-industrialization process in South Italy and the new industrial policies in Europe

Bartłomiej Rokicki, Mark Horridge

The impact of EU accession on regional income convergence within Visegrad countries

**Ordinary Session**

Friday, 26 August

**G_O.** Realty and housing markets (in cooperation with ERES)

Chair: Anahit Harutyunyan

Mehmet Bayar

The impact of cultural diversity on the German housing market

Elias Oikarinen, Steven Bourassa, Martin Hoesli, Janne Engblom

U.S. metropolitan area house price dynamics

Anahit Harutyunyan, Ani Khalatyan

Assessment of investment needs for thermal insulation of residential apartments

**Ordinary Session**

Friday, 26 August

**G_E.** Regional and urban policy, planning and governance. Best practices

Chair: Stefano Aragona

Peter Schmidt

Internal migration and EU regional policy transfer payments:
A panel data analysis for the EU-28 member countries

Julia Bachträgler, Christoph Hammer, Wolf Heinrich Reuter, Florian Schwendinger

Who are the Beneficiaries of the EU Regional Funds?

Stefano Aragona

Cum-cives, ie citizens of the polis, and urban policy

**Ordinary Session**

Friday, 26 August

**G_D.** Regional and urban labor markets

Chair: Paula Prenzel

Alejandra Trejo-Nieto

A spatial analysis of urban labour markets and submarkets in the metropolitan area of Mexico City
09.00-10.30

Zizi Goschin
Regional unemployment convergence in Romania. Did the economic crisis matter?
Terhi Maczulskij, Merja Kauhanen

502
Job polarization: what happens to displaced workers?
Paula Prenzel, Simona Iammarino

678
Demographic change and regional skill composition in Germany

Ordinary Session ➞ Fri_1_Room TC.4.18

G_K. Spatial econometrics and regional economic modelling
Chair: Tomasz Kossowski

Nico Pintar, Benedikt Sargant, Manfred M. Fischer

58
Austrian outbound foreign direct investment in Europe: A spatial econometric study

Luisa Sievers, Axel Schaffer

517
Impact of renewable energy expansion in Germany on regional distribution of value added

Tomasz Kossowski, Justyna Wilk

764
Spatial autocorrelation index for symbolic interval-valued data

Ordinary Session ➞ Fri_1_Room TC.5.01

G_S. Social segregation, poverty, and social policy in space
Chair: Grzegorz Kula

Cecilie Weatherall, Bence Boje-Kovacs, Aske Egsgaard

360
Employment and residential mobility in deprived neighborhoods – A Danish case

Aurelie Mercier

71
From spatial to social accessibility: How socio-economic factors can affect accessibility?

Grzegorz Kula

752
The efficiency of social protection in partially decentralized country - Evidence from Poland
**Ordinary Session** ➔ *Fri_1_Room TC.5.04*

**G_X.** Regional conflicts and regional science  
Chair: Tomás Dentinho  
- Jalal Ako, Vanessa Pupavac, Patrizia Riganti  
- Governance models to build up peaceful coexistence in multi-ethnic contested areas: The case of Kirkuk  
- Kadhim Magdid, Braim, Scott McCabe, Jillian Rickly, Mohamed Gadi  
- Challenges that face cultural tourism development in conflict and post-conflict regions: the case of Kurdistan  
- Tomás Dentinho  
- Regional Cooperation and Conflict in South Asia

**Ordinary Session** ➔ *Fri_1_Room TC.5.12*

**G_P.** Smart cities and regions  
Chair: Gábor András Nick  
- Hans-Martin Neumann, Daiva Jakutyte-Walangitang, Eva Pangerl  
- A combined monitoring framework and indicator system for the Smart City Vienna Framework Strategy  
- Dorota Sikora-Fernandez  
- Urban resilience as a key element of smart city  
- Gábor András Nick, Ferenc Pongrácz  
- Smart collaboration index

**Ordinary Session** ➔ *Fri_1_Room TC.5.14*

**G_M.** Innovations in space  
Chair: Tanja Sinozic  
- Charlie Karlsson, Sam Tavassoli  
- The role of firms’ location on persistency of various types of innovation  
- Wonsang Lee, Bo Kyeong Lee, So Young Sohn  
- Effects of diversity of region on the success of innovative idea in crowd funding  
- Tanja Sinozic  
- Regional branching and technological heterogeneity in the medical devices sector in Vienna
Ordinary Session ➞ Fri_1_Room TC.5.16

G_J. Migrations, diasporas, and aging in the regions
Chair: Jacques Poot

Michael Wyrwich

Migration and regional development: Evidence from large-scale expulsion of Germans after World War II
Liliana Castillo-Rivero, Philip McCann, Frans Sijtsma

A multi-scale typology of rural depopulating territories in México
Tina Haußen, Silke Übelmesser

No place like home? Graduate migration in Germany
Omoniyi Alimi, Michael Cameron, David Maré, Jacques Poot

The gravity model in spatial demography: The successful comeback of an ageing superstar

Ordinary Session ➞ Fri_1_Room TC.5.18

G_R. Natural environment, resources, and sustainable development
Chair: Ekaterina Meltenisova

Amatul Ghina, Arief Yusuf, Martin Siyaranamual, Megananda Suryana

Climate and Happiness in the Tropics
Stefania Tonin, Alessandra La Notte, Greti Lucaroni, Silvio Nocera

The role played by uncertainty of GHG emissions in policy analysis.
The case of Piedmont region in assessing direct and indirect emissions of road transport
Hanspeter Wieland, Stefan Giljum, Martin Bruckne

What drives global material flows? IPAT decomposition analysis of material flow indicators.
Ekaterina Meltenisova

Regional electricity markets in Russia: Opportunities and threats

Coffee break
10.30-11.00
Building TC
Ordinary Session ➤ Fri_2_Room TC.3.06

G_M. Innovations in space

Chair: Rudolf Pástor

Jose M. Barrutia, Carmen Echebarria

Collaborative public innovation: An empirical analysis in the context of Spanish regions

Rudolf Pástor

The ecosystem of Slovak start-up and spin-off firms: Case study of the Bratislava region

Refereed Session ➤ Fri_1_Room TC.5.14

G_B. Regional economic growth and development

Chair: Steven Brakman

Steven Brakman, Tristan Kohl, Charles Van Marrewijk

Regional trade agreements: The impact of the Transatlantic Trade & Investment Partnership (TTIP) on low income countries: Agreement heterogeneity and supply chain linkages

Ana Gomez-Loscos, Lola Gadea, Danilo Leiva-Leon

The evolution of regional economic interlinkages in Europe

Andrés Rodríguez-Pose, Tobias Ketterer

Institutional change and the development of lagging regions in Europe

Special Session ➤ Fri_2_Room TC.3.08

S_C. New Phases of Mutual Economic Interdependent Relations

- Trade, FDI and Migration

Chair: Kenji Kondoh

Kenji Kondo

International immigration via different two-type border-free midstream countries

Eriko Hiraiwa

Foreign workers and remittances in Japan after the global financial crisis

Ryoichi Nomura

The feasibility of multilateral free trade and mode of competition

Kiyoshi Matsubara

Endogenous FDI spillovers with spillover prevention costs
11.00-12.30

Special Session ➤ Fri_2_Room TC.3.09

S_A. Interregional migration: new insights on the role of economic opportunities, human capital, creativity and cultural identity

Chair: Bianca Biagi

Thomas De Graaff, M.Phil Wang Zhiling, Peter Nijkamp

180 Look who’s talking: On the heterogeneous returns to foreign language usage amongst natives and immigrants

Stefan Rehak, Martin Alexy, Marek Kacer

462 Where to live to be happy: The Carolinas or Rhône-Alpes?

Kati Kadarik

954 The scale of urban structure and access to social welfare and education from an integration perspective in Stockholm, Sweden

Special Session ➤ Fri_2_Room TC.3.10

S_D. Well-being and happiness in contemporary cities: measures, analysis and policy

Chair: Philip Morrison

Philip Morrison

95 Social connection, subjective wellbeing and European city

Lise Bourdeau-Lepage, Hugo Carré, Jean-Claude Thill

339 Where to live to be happy: The Carolinas or Rhône-Alpes?

Kati Kadarik

567 The scale of urban structure and access to social welfare and education from an integration perspective in Stockholm, Sweden

Special Session ➤ Fri_2_Room TC.3.11

S_H. Redefining the City-region paradigm: smart strategies for a sustainable and inclusive urban environment

Chair: Kinga Xenia Havadi Nagy

Matteo Trincas, Anna Maria Colavitti

335 Biomimicry approach on territorial issues: Sardinia as a laboratory

Kinga Xenia Havadi Nagy

486 Urban voids and dead spaces: Possibilities of redesigning “urban damages” in Cluj, Romania
Michele Pezzagno, Luigi Mundula

Creating Sustainable Urban Environments Through Land Take
And Fragmentation Reduction

Special Session ➞ Fri_2_Room TC.3.12

S_O. Attractiveness of regions and places between perception and reality: multidisciplinary perspectives

Chair: Clarisse Didelon-Loiseau

Christina Fischer

241 Image transfer between a Bundesliga soccer club and its location

Frans J. Sijtsma, Dario Musolino, Michiel N. Daams

645 The perceived natural attractiveness of Italian regions - An international GIS analysis

Special Session ➞ Fri_2_Room TC.4.02

S_X. Regional specialization - concepts and measures

Chair: Adam Polko

Katarzyna Kopczewska, Paweł Churski, Artur Ochojski, Adam Polko

22 Spatial agglomeration index SPAG - Empirical study for business location in Wielkopolska region

Jacek Sołtys, Dorota Kamrowska-Załuska

158 Comparison of smart specialization in coastal regions in Poland

Pawel Churski, Katarzyna Kopczewska, Artur Ochojski, Adam Polko

509 Towards the interpretation of regional specialisation: Economy and policy perspective

Tomasz Kossowski, Jan Hauke

727 Theoretical backgrounds of an index of spatial agglomeration

Special Session ➞ Fri_2_Room TC.4.04

S_ZD. Integration of Spatial CGE Model and Transport Model

Chair: Tomoki Ishikura

Tomoki Ishikura

70 Metropolitan CGE for transport project appraisal

Christophe Heyndrickx, Stef Proost

840 The impact of shopping in the periphery: Driving for higher utility?
Ordinary Session  ➤ Fri_2_Room TC.4.13

G_C. Urban sprawl and shrinkage
Chair: Sebastiaan Van Bemmel

Katia Delbiaggio, Gabrielle Wanzenried
212 Living space: Objective consumption vs. subjective needs – Empirical evidence for Switzerland

Laura Fregolent, Stefania Tonin
452 Urban shrinkage and sprawl development. An overview of the phenomenon in the Veneto Region of Italy

Sebastiaan Van Bemmel, Jolien van Huijstee, Frank van Rijn, Arno Bouwman
378 Spatial modelling of future urbanization on a global scale

Ordinary Session  ➤ Fri_2_Room TC.4.14

G_B. Regional economic growth and development
Chair: Aleksandra Majchrowska

Sylvia Johanna Strawa
407 The European monetary policy at the crossroads: The Italian case

Aleksandra Majchrowska, Jakub Mućk
553 The global crisis and real convergence within the EU

Roberto Ganau, Konstantinos Melachroinos, Nigel Spence
390 Intangible investment and spatial spillovers: Evidence from Great Britain

Umut Erdem
975 Dynamics of regional sectorial productivity convergence in Turkey
Ordinary Session ➞ Fri_2_Room TC.4.15

G_O. Realty and housing markets (in cooperation with ERES)
Chair: Guillermo Sinisterra
Ryan Greenaway-McGrevy, Arthur Grimes, Mark Holmes

49 Two countries, sixteen cities, five thousand kilometres: How many housing markets?
Ziv Rubin

226 Supply side constraints in the Israeli housing market:
The impact of district-level land use planning
Guillermo Sinisterra

194 Massive transportation systems and their impact on population density,
new developments and construction prices: The case of Transmilenio in Bogota, Colombia

Ordinary Session ➞ Fri_2_Room TC.4.16

G_E. Regional and urban policy, planning and governance. Best practices
Chair: Fernando Nogueira

Lenka Stastna

184 How do voters reward public spending: Do neighbours matter?
Evidence from Czech municipalities
Valentyn Velychko, Olena Slozko

718 On “center-periphery” relations in decentralization reform in Ukraine
Olena Slozko

966 Economic security of the region of Ukraine and ways to ensure
Fernando Nogueira, Eduardo Castro, Monique Borge

901 Public participation in territorialized public policies

Ordinary Session ➞ Fri_2_Room TC.4.17

G_D. Regional and urban labor markets
Chair: Timo Tohmo

Tiitu Paas, Maryna Tverdostup

157 Assessment of labour market returns in the case of gender unique human capital
Ulf Johansen

342 Regional wage response to unemployment
Timo Tohmo, Jutta Viinikainen

853 Does the Triple Helix concept have significance in Finnish urban areas?
11.00-12.30

**Ordinary Session** ➤ *Fri_2_Room TC.4.18*

**G_K.** Spatial econometrics and regional economic modelling

Chair: Yingxia Pu

**André Luis Chagas, Marcos Lee**

84 Is urban mobility also income? Impact of exclusive bus lanes on housing prices in São Paulo: A spatial panel analysis

**Inmaculada Astorkiza, Patricia Abelaira-Etxebarria**

340 Population flows, housing price and employment in the Basque Country

**Peter Agoston, Felix Creutzig**

558 Path dependence of urban form across world regions

---

**Ordinary Session** ➤ *Fri_2_Room TC.5.01*

**G_S.** Social segregation, poverty, and social policy in space

Chair: Ana Diaz

**Maria Abreu, Stuart McIntyre**

770 The spatial dimension of criminal networks in London

**Maria Molnar**

788 Social and territorial distribution of disabled people as well as measures to promote their social inclusion through strategic steps into the labour market in the European Union and in Hungary

**Eduardo Castro, Carlos Silva, José Martins, João Marques**

930 HEALTH_2040 - Future Needs of Human Resources for Health in Portugal

**Ana Diaz**

135 Job accessibility, residential segregation and employment gender gap in Bogotá

---

**Ordinary Session** ➤ *Fri_2_Room TC.5.02*

**G_U.** Transitional economies

Chair: Antonio Accetturo

**Aleksandra Burdyak**

668 Household income and debts on consumer loans: Is there a convergence of Russian regions?
Paula Pavarina

Living in the South – looking to the North: The internationalization process of higher education institutions in Brazil and a case study
Antonio Accetturo, Michele Cascarano, Guido de Blasio

Population growth and structural change: Italy, 1951-2011

Ordinary Session ➔ Fri_2_Room TC.5.04

G_T. Regional finances, investments and capital markets

Chair: Sandro Turina

Alexander Baranov, Svetlana Bekareva, Ekaterina Meltenisova

Monetary policy and currency wars: National economic interests vs international partnership
Amanda Carmignani, Guido de Blasio, Cristina Demma, Alessio D’Ignazio

Urbanization and firm access to credit
Sandro Turina, Maurizio Turina, Giuseppe Confessore

The reform of cooperative credit in Italy: Mutualistic exchange and social mission to service of the local communities

Ordinary Session ➔ Fri_2_Room TC.5.12

G_P. Smart cities and regions

Chair: Elena Goosen

Boglárka Barsi

Evaluation of smart city performance
Victoria Fernandez-Anez, Guillermo Velazquez, Fiamma Perez-Prada, Andres Monzon

Addressing urban challenges: Smart city assessment within a regional context. The Mediterranean region
11.00-12.30

David Amborski
674 The 10 year review of the growth plan for the greater Toronto area: What needs to be included in the revised plan?

Elena Goosen, Sergey Nikitenko, Kirill Sablin
819 Smart specialisation strategies for Russian regions, is it possible?

Ordinary Session ➡️ Fri_2_Room TC.5.14

G_W. Family and regional development

Chair: Isabel Vieira

Georg Hirte, Ulrike Illmann
451 Commuting behavior in two-worker households

Victoria Golikova, Boris Kuznetsov
667 Heterogeneity in origin of Russian family firms: Does it matter for innovation and investment activities?

Isabel Vieira, Carlos Vieira, Rosalina Costa
801 The impact on academic performance of distance between the family residence and the place of study: An exploratory analysis of students' perceptions

Special Session ➡️ Fri_2_Room TC.5.16

S_T. Rural areas can be smart. Reflections on the future of the European non-urban territories

Chair: Frederic Wallet

Michel Martin, Paul Muller, Corinne Tanguy
74 The transmission issue in « Old World »'s wine estates: The case of the Mâconnais region in French Burgundy

Burcu Yaşlak, Aliye Ahu Akgün
397 Online entrepreneurship as a strategy for rural development: Case of Turkey

Frederic Wallet, André Torre
769 Innovation in rural and peripheral areas. Towards territorial innovation and reconsideration of local policies
Ordinary Session ➔ Fri_2_Room TC.5.18

G_R. Natural environment, resources, and sustainable development

Chair: Andras Donat Kovacs

Sonia Trabelsi, Isabelle Thomas, Lidia Casas Ruiz

Assessment and characterisation of green spaces in a selected literature: A meta-analysis
Jaqueline Coelho Visentin, Joaquim José Martins Guilhoto

Economic & water interdependence among Brazilian watersheds
Andras Donat Kovacs

Regional differences and the underlying processes in land use after the transition in Hungary

Lunch
12.30-14.00
Building LC

Refereed Session ➔ Fri_3_Room TC.3.07

G_B. Regional economic growth and development

Chair: Madalena Fonseca

Marcos Sanso-Navarro

Image transfer between a Bundesliga soccer club and its location
Peter Stenberg

Broadband technology investment in rural areas: Measuring economic growth effects in the United States
Madalena Fonseca

Southern Europe and the EU2020 strategy
14.00-15.30

Refereed Session ➪ Fri_3_Room TC.3.09

S_A. Interregional migration: new insights on the role of economic opportunities, human capital, creativity and cultural identity

Chair: Jaako Simonen

Jaako Simonen, Rauli Svento, Philip McCann

Inter-regional and inter-sectoral labour mobility - A panel data analysis of Finnish high technology sector

Celia Melguizo

What drives migration moves across urban areas? Evidence from Spain

Viktor Venhorst, Jan Pols, Michiel Daams

The spatial mobility of medical specialists in The Netherlands

Ordinary Session ➪ Fri_3_Room TC.3.10

S_D. Well-being and happiness in contemporary cities: measures, analysis and policy

Chair: Paolo Veneri

Richard Henry Rijnks, Sierdjan Koster, Dirk Strijker, Philip McCann

The neighbour’s effect on well-being

Antonella Rita Ferrara, Rosetta Lombardo, Rosanna Nistico'

Subjective vs objective well-being: Bridging the gap

Justine Boulant, Monica Brezzi, Paolo Veneri

Assessing income levels, inequality and segregation in OECD metropolitan areas. Does metropolitan governance play a role?

Special Session ➪ Fri_3_Room TC.3.11

S_H. Redefining the City-region paradigm: smart strategies for a sustainable and inclusive urban environment.

Chair: YongJin Ahn

YongJin Ahn

An analysis of neighborhood risk factors in obesity: Built-environment factors influencing individual behaviors
Special Session ➔ Fri_3_Room TC.3.12

S_O. Attractiveness of regions and places between perception and reality: multidisciplinary perspectives

Chair: Dario Musolino

Clarisse Didelon-Loiseau, Diane Le Luyer

Cities from here and there; attractiveness of cities for students from Haute-Normandie (France)

Claude Grasland

Modelling attractiveness of global places - A worldwide survey on 9000 undergraduate students

Dario Musolino, Wim Meester, Piet Pellenbarg

The mental maps of Italian entrepreneurs: Underlying location factors

Special Session ➔ Fri_3_Room TC.4.04

S_ZD. Integration of Spatial CGE Model and Transport Model

Chair: Tomoki Ishikura

Eduardo Haddad, Renato Vieira

Mobility, accessibility and productivity: A note on the economic valuation of travel time in Greater São Paulo

Atsushi Koike, Akira Ito, Tomoki Ishikura

Perfect and imperfect modeling on spatial CGE analysis

Kazunori Nakajima, Hisayoshi Morisugi, Naoki Sakamoto, Masafumi Morisugi

Measurement of dynamic damage cost of the Great East Japan Earthquake with reconstruction process
**14.00-15.30**

**Ordinary Session** ➪ *Fri_3_Room TC.4.13*

**G_C.** Urban sprawl and shrinkage

Chair: Ann Hartell

Mingfei Ma, Ying Jin

Does built form matter in a moving urban fringe? Evidence from a Land Use-Transport Interaction (LUTI) model

Robin Dubin

Saving Older Cities in the US: A Kinder and Gentler Urban Renewal

Ann Hartell

Broad brushes and useful approximations: Measuring urban form in location affordability research

---

**Ordinary Session** ➪ *Fri_3_Room TC.4.14*

**G_B.** Regional economic growth and development

Chair: Robert Sörensson

Hiroshi Sakamoto

Industrial structure of the prefectural economy in Kyushu area in Japan: Trend and future prediction

---

**Refereed Session** ➪ *Fri_3_Room TC.4.12*

**G_E.** Regional and urban policy, planning and governance. Best practices

**G_G.** Entrepreneurship, small business and regional diversity

**G_I.** Institutional factors in regional and urban development

Chair: Özge Öner

Markus Groth, Maria Brück, Teresa Oberascher

Climate change related risks, opportunities and adaptation actions in European cities – Insights from responses to the CDP cities program

David Audretsch, Maksim Belitski, Julia Korosteleva

Cultural diversity and knowledge in explaining entrepreneurial outcomes in European cities

Bastian Heider, Martin T.W. Rosenfeld, Albrecht Kauffmann

Does administrative status matter for urban growth? Evidence from present and former county capitals in East Germany
Mitsuhiko Kataoka
412 Interprovincial efficiency differentials in Indonesia's pre-and post-crisis economy

Robert Sörensson
552 Growth and specialization trajectories in the production of cultural services in Swedish cities

---

Ordinary Session ➡️ Fri_3_Room TC.4.15

G_O. Realty and housing markets (in cooperation with ERES)
Chair: Amaia Altuzarra

Alessandra Faggian, Philip Graves, Mark Partridge, Rodrigo Perez
93 Rent/value ratios in spatial disequilibrium: Booming versus lagging cities

Jasper Dekkers, Henri de Groot
598 The price of Dutch (urban) design. Measuring the impact of neighborhood layout on house values

Wolfgang A. Brunauer, Wolfgang Feilmayr, Ronald S. Weberndorfer
873 Data driven enhancement of real estate appraisal methods

Amaia Altuzarra Artola, Marisol Esteban Galarza
980 Does affordable housing affect real free-market housing prices? Evidence from the Spanish housing market

---

Ordinary Session ➡️ Fri_3_Room TC.4.16

G_E. Regional and urban policy, planning and governance. Best practices
Chair: Julia Bachtrögler

Oceane Peiffer-Smadja, Romain Melot
430 Planning appeal system of Britain and France and territorial disparities in contentious conflicts between urban, suburban and rural authorities:
A comparative statistical analysis

Daniela-Luminita Constantin
187 Integrated urban planning and planned communities. The case of Reston, U.S. - Virginia

Julia Bachtrögler
629 The impact of regional structural heterogeneity and the economic crisis on the absorption of EU structural funds
### 14.00-15.30

#### Ordinary Session ➡ Fri_3_Room TC.4.17

**G_D. Regional and urban labor markets**

**Chair:** Patricia C. Melo

- **Jesus Gomez Adillon, Angels Cabases Pique, Agnes Pardell Vea**
  - Impact of Recession on the employment in Catalonia from a gender and age perspective (178)

- **Markus Janser**
  - Shades of green: Measuring the greening of jobs and its potential for regional labor market research (595)

- **Patricia C. Melo**
  - Rural-to-urban commuting in Scotland’s city-regions: Evidence for the period between 1981 and 2011 (363)

#### Ordinary Session ➡ Fri_3_Room TC.4.18

**G_K. Spatial econometrics and regional economic modelling**

**Chair:** João Romão

- **Olga Demidova, Marcello Signorelli, Tatiana Danilenko**
  - Unemployment clubs in Russian regions: Spatial-econometric approach (146)

- **Naoki Sakamoto, Kazuya Sakata, Taro Takimoto, Kazunori Nakajima, Masaki Narukawa**
  - Measuring the benefits of mortality risk reductions by decreases in emergency transport time (569)

- **Leonardo Cardoso, Mauricio Bittencourt, Elena Irwin**
  - Price asymmetry and retailers heterogeneity in Brazilian gas stations (796)

- **João Romão, Peter Nijkamp**
  - A spatial econometric analysis of impacts of innovation, productivity and agglomeration on tourism competitiveness (495)

#### Ordinary Session ➡ Fri_3_Room TC.5.01

**G_S. Social segregation, poverty, and social policy in space**

**Chair:** Cecilie Weatherall

- **Carmen Delgado, Manuel Alejandro Cardenete, Pilar Campoy, Geoffrey J.D. Hewings**
  - Effects of a reduction in employers’ Social Security contributions: Evidence from Spain. (76)

- **Cecilie Weatherall, Jane Greve, Bence Boje-Kovacs**
  - Does changing neighborhoods affect mental health? (282)
Ordinary Session  ➤ Fri_3_Room TC.5.02

G.U.  Transitional economies

Chair: Luis Quintero

Boris Kuznetsov, Victoria Golikova
639  Are globalized firms more sustainable to economic shocks: Empirical evidence for Russian manufacturing

Tatiana Mikhailova
739  Industrial geography in Post-Soviet Russia

Luis Quintero, Nora Libertun
790  Arrested development: Productivity and public services in cities of the developing world

Ordinary Session  ➤ Fri_3_Room TC.5.04

G.T.  Regional finances, investments and capital markets

Chair: Zoltan Gal

Zoltán Gál
155  Role of FDI in economic growth and in territorial disparities in Central and Eastern Europe

Ewa Bojar, Jakub Bis
311  Investment attractiveness and foreign direct investments in the Ukraine

Special Session  ➤ Fri_3_Room TC.5.12

S.ZI  The Cohesion Policy of the European Union and the factors influencing its impacts on growth, jobs and investment

Chair: Ugo Fratesi

Mara Giua
988  The European methodology and its financial component as conditioning factors for the EU Cohesion Policy’s territorial impact. A micro-counterfactual application for the Italian case

Riccardo Crescenzi, Guido De Blasio, Mara Giua
989  EU Cohesion incentives for collaborative industrial research
**14.00-15.30**

Riccardo Cappellin

Innovation and investments in a regional cross-sectoral growth model: 
A change is needed in European cohesion policies

---

**Ordinary Session** ➔ *Fri_3_Room TC.5.14*

**G_M.** Innovations in space

Chair: Chitta Pathak

- **Renato Garcia,** Veneziano Araujo, Suelene Mascarini, Emerson Gomes dos Santos
- Geographical and cognitive proximity in university-industry linkages: 
  A preliminary analysis
  
  Bo Kyeong Lee, **So Young Sohn,** Won Sang Lee

- **506** Roles of personal background and spatial context in entrepreneurial innovation
  
  **Christian Warnecke,** Daniel Weller

- **896** Cooperation between universities and firms from a spatial perspective – An empirical analysis using Bayesian multilevel models
  
  Chitta Pathak

- **986** Challenges of smart cities in India

---

**Ordinary Session** ➔ *Fri_3_Room TC.5.18*

**G_R.** Natural environment, resources, and sustainable development

Chair: Francisco Diniz

- **Kazuo Nishii,** Konstadinos Goulias
- Area marketing and management approach (AMMA) in urban and region tourism: 
  The conceptual framework and challenges

- **Marina Van Geenhuizen,** Razie Nejabat
- University spin-off firms in sustainable energy in five countries: 
  What determines their reaching of the market?

- **Francisco Diniz,** Rosineide Vieira da Silva, Henrique de Barros, Patrícia Souza
- Theory and practice in the collective management of natural resources - A case study in settlements of land reform of the Brazil Pernambuco south Mata mesa-region

---

Coffee break

15.30-16.00

Building TC
Closing Session

Audimax, Building TC

Chair: Jesus Crespo Cuaresma

EIB-ERSA Prize in Regional Science

Introduction by Erik Verhoef

Keynote presentation of Bernard Fingleton, EIB-ERSA Prize Winner 2016

‘Regional Science in a time of uncertainty’

ERSA-Epainos Prize Winner

Introductory speech for the ERSA-Epainos Prize and announcement of the 2016 winner, Hans Westlund

Handover of the ERSA flag to Groningen for next year’s congress

Speech of the Chair of the Local Organising Committee 2016, J. Paul Elhorst

19.30-23.00

Official Dinner

Venue: Rathaus Wien, Festsaal

Dress code: casual elegant.
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<td>WU Vienna</td>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peiffer-Smadja Oceane Ms</td>
<td>INRA UMR SAD-APT</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennerstorfer Dieter Dr.</td>
<td>Vienna University of Economics and Business</td>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>352, Chair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pérez Silva Rodrigo Mr.</td>
<td>The Ohio State University</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perucca Giovanni Mr.</td>
<td>Politecnico Di Milano</td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pes Francesco Dr.</td>
<td>University of Cagliari, DICAAR- Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering and Architecture</td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>478</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peters Jan Cornelius Mr.</td>
<td>Institute for Employment Research (IAB)</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>615</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petraglia Carmelo Prof.</td>
<td>University of Basilicata</td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pezzagno Michele Prof.</td>
<td>University of Brescia</td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pfaffl Magdalena Ms</td>
<td>James Cook University</td>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>898, Chair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Affiliation</td>
<td>Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philip McCann</td>
<td>Prof.</td>
<td>University Of Groningen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Picard Pierre M</td>
<td>Prof.</td>
<td>University of Luxembourg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pieniążek Marek</td>
<td>Dr.</td>
<td>Central Statistical Office</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pienkowski Jerzy</td>
<td>Mr</td>
<td>European Commission DG REGIO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pierucci Eleonora</td>
<td>Prof.</td>
<td>University of Basilicata</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pietrosteffani</td>
<td>Elisabeia, Ms</td>
<td>London School of Economics and Political Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilegaard Nineie</td>
<td>Ms</td>
<td>Technical University of Denmark</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pietrzak Michal</td>
<td>Dr.</td>
<td>Uniwersytet Mikołaja Kopernika w Toruniu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pinca Enrica E.</td>
<td>Ms</td>
<td>University College Dublin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pintar Nico</td>
<td>Mr</td>
<td>Vienna University of Economics and Business</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polèse Mario</td>
<td>Prof.</td>
<td>INRS, University of Quebec</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polko Adam</td>
<td>Dr</td>
<td>University of Economics in Katowice</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pompili Tomaso</td>
<td>Prof.</td>
<td>University of Milano-Bicocca</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poot Jacques</td>
<td>Prof.</td>
<td>Szechenyi Istvan University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poot Idan</td>
<td>Dr</td>
<td>Technion, Israel Institute of Technology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porsse Alexandre</td>
<td>Prof.</td>
<td>Federal University of Parana, Brazil</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porsse Alexandre</td>
<td>Prof.</td>
<td>Federal University of Parana, Brazil</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porto Gomez Igone</td>
<td>Dr.</td>
<td>EHU-UPV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post Ger</td>
<td>Dr.</td>
<td>Fontys University of Applied Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poulhes Mathilde</td>
<td>Ms</td>
<td>SciencesPo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Bernadeie</td>
<td>Dr.</td>
<td>University College Cork</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Bernadeie</td>
<td>Dr.</td>
<td>University College Cork</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Room Assignments:**
- Wed_1_Room TC.3.06
- Wed_1_Room TC.3.12
- Wed_1_Room TC.3.08
- Wed_2_Room TC.3.08
- Wed_2_Room TC.5.01
- Wed_2_Room TC.5.01
- Wed_3_Room TC.3.12
- Wed_3_Room TC.3.12
- Wed_3_Room TC.5.16
- Wed_4_Room TC.4.16
- Wed_4_Room TC.4.16
- Wed_4_Room TC.5.16
- Wed_5_Room TC.5.02
- Thu_1_Room TC.3.06
- Thu_1_Room TC.3.12
- Thu_1_Room TC.3.12
- Thu_1_Room TC.3.08
- Thu_2_Room TC.3.08
- Thu_4_Room TC.4.16
- Thu_4_Room TC.4.16
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Affiliation</th>
<th>Room and Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prenzel Paula</td>
<td>Ms</td>
<td>London School of Economics and Political Science</td>
<td>678, Chair Fri 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>Room TC.4.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psycharis Ioannis</td>
<td>(Yannis), Prof.</td>
<td>Panteion University of Social and Political Sciences, Department of Economic</td>
<td>817, Chair Wed 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>and Regional Development</td>
<td>Room TC.4.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pu Yingxia</td>
<td>Ms</td>
<td>Nanjing University</td>
<td>423, Chair Wed 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>China</td>
<td>Room TC.5.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pueyo Fernando</td>
<td>Prof.</td>
<td>Universidad De Zaragoza</td>
<td>73, Fri 2 Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>3.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quintero Luis</td>
<td>Dr.</td>
<td>Johns Hopkins University</td>
<td>790, Chair Fri 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Room TC.5.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radinger-Peer</td>
<td>Dr.</td>
<td>MODUL University Vienna</td>
<td>632, Thu 3 Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>TC.5.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ragazzi Elena</td>
<td>Dr.</td>
<td>CNR-Ircres</td>
<td>857, Wed 3 Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>TC.3.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rajic Nada</td>
<td>Dr.</td>
<td>City Of Zagreb, City Office For Strategic Planning And Development</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Croatia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rataj Marcin</td>
<td>Mr.</td>
<td>Umeå University</td>
<td>332, Thu 4 Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>TC.3.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rauhut Daniel</td>
<td>Dr.</td>
<td>Oslo and Akershus University College for Applied Sciences, Norwegian Institute</td>
<td>396, Thu 1 Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>for Urban and Regional Research</td>
<td>3.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ravazzoli Elisa</td>
<td>Dr.</td>
<td>Eurac Research</td>
<td>368, Wed 2 Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>TC.5.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regnier Camille</td>
<td>Ms</td>
<td>Inra Cesaer</td>
<td>367, Thu 3 Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>France</td>
<td>TC.4.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rego Maria</td>
<td>Da Conceição, Prof.</td>
<td>Universidade De Évora</td>
<td>298, Thu 2 Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>TC.4.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rehak Stefan</td>
<td>Dr.</td>
<td>Rego Maria Da Conceição, Prof.</td>
<td>664, Chair Thu 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Universidade De Évora</td>
<td>Room TC.3.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rehak Stefan</td>
<td>Dr.</td>
<td>University of Economics in Bratislava</td>
<td>462, Fri 2 Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Slovakia</td>
<td>TC.3.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reid Neil</td>
<td>Prof.</td>
<td>University of Toledo</td>
<td>19, Chair Wed 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Room TC.5.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reggiani Aura</td>
<td>Prof.</td>
<td>University of Bologna</td>
<td>361, Thu 2 Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>TC.3.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rembert Mark</td>
<td>Mr.</td>
<td>Ohio State University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>United States</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remoaldo Paula</td>
<td>Prof.</td>
<td>Universidade do Minho</td>
<td>396, Thu 1 Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>3.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Position</td>
<td>Institution/Department</td>
<td>Country</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resmini Laura</td>
<td>Prof.</td>
<td>Università di Milano Bicocca</td>
<td>Italia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resmini Laura</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reuveni Ben</td>
<td>Mr</td>
<td>Ben Gurion University of the Negev</td>
<td>Israel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reuveni Ben</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricotta Fernanda</td>
<td>Ms</td>
<td>University of Calabria - Department Of Economics, Statistics and Finance</td>
<td>Italy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricotta Fernanda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riganti Patrizia</td>
<td>Dr</td>
<td>Nottingham Trent University</td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riganti Patrizia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rijnks Richard H.</td>
<td>Mr</td>
<td>University of Groningen</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rijnks Richard H.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rivera Nathaly</td>
<td>Ms</td>
<td>Michigan State University</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rivera Nathaly</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rocchetta Silvia</td>
<td>Ms</td>
<td>Università Degli Studi Di Torino</td>
<td>Italy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rocchetta Silvia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rodriguez-Posé</td>
<td>Andrés, Prof.</td>
<td>London School of Economics</td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rodriguez-Posé</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rodriguez-Posé</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rokechi Bartłomiej</td>
<td>Dr</td>
<td>University of Warsaw</td>
<td>Poland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rokechi Bartłomiej</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rolim Cassio</td>
<td>Prof.</td>
<td>Federal University of Parana</td>
<td>Brazil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romão João</td>
<td>Dr</td>
<td>University of Algarve</td>
<td>Portugal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romão João</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romão João</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosales Ortega</td>
<td>Rocío, Prof.</td>
<td>Universidad Autónoma Metropolitana Campus</td>
<td>Mexico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosales Ortega</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ross Amanda</td>
<td>Prof.</td>
<td>University of Alabama</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ross Amanda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rossi Federica</td>
<td>Ms</td>
<td>Università della Svizzera italiana</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rossi Federica</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roth Duncan</td>
<td>Mr</td>
<td>Institute for Employment Research</td>
<td>Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rubin Ziv</td>
<td>Mr</td>
<td>Department of Geography, Hebrew University of</td>
<td>Israel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rubin Ziv</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruediger Prasse</td>
<td>Prof.</td>
<td>Leibniz University Hannover, Department of</td>
<td>Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruediger Prasse</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruediger Prasse</td>
<td></td>
<td>Environmental Planning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Ruiz-Fuensanta María Jesús, Dr.
University of Castilla-La Mancha
Spain
383 Wed_4_Room TC.5.01

Ryuta Mori, Dr.
Meijo University
Japan

Saarimaa Tuukka, Dr.
VATT
Suomi
458 Thu_4_Room TC.3.06

Sabatino Michele, Dr.
KORE University of Enna
Italy
885 Fri_1_Room TC.4.14

Sablin Kirill, Mr
Kemerovo State University
Russian Federation
819 Fri_2_Room TC.5.12

Sakai Hiroki, Dr.
Graduate School of Maritime Sciences, Kobe
University
Japan
411 Wed_2_Room TC.5.14

Sakamoto Hiroshi, Dr.
Asian Growth Research Institute (AGI)
Japan
226 Fri_3_Room TC.5.14

Sakamoto Naoki, Dr.
Yamagata University
Japan
569 Fri_3_Room TC.4.18

Sakarya Adem, Mr
Yıldız Technical University
Turkey
951, Chair Wed_4_Room TC.5.02

Sanchis Maria Teresa, Dr.
University of Valencia
Spain
894, Chair Wed_4_Room TC.4.15

Sandberg Krister, Dr.
Transport Analysis
Sweden

Sanso-Navarro Marcos, Mr
Universidad de Zaragoza
Spain
179 Thu_4_Room TC.5.04
176 Fri_3_Room TC.3.07

Sarker Rumana Islam, Ms
Unit for Intelligent Transport Systems, University
of Innsbruck
Austria
181 Wed_3_Room TC.5.04

Schaffer Axel, Prof.
Bundeswehr University Munich
Germany
222 Thu_1_Room TC.5.18

Scherngell Thomas, Dr.
AIT Austrian Institute of Technology
Austria
289 Thu_1_Room TC.3.08

Schmidt Peter, Mr
University of Potsdam
Germany
172 Fri_1_Room TC.4.16

Schoenberg Alina, Dr.
IMC University of Applied Sciences Krems
Austria
87 Wed_3_Room TC.4.12
88 Thu_1_Room TC.4.16

Scholnick Barry, Prof.
University of Alberta
Canada
607, Chair Wed_3_Room TC.3.06

Schubert Uwe
WU Vienna
970 Wed_4 Room LC. 0.004

Schulze-Krogh Ann Camilla, Ms
University of Agder, Department of Work Life and
Innovation
Norway
236 Wed_1_Room TC.4.02

Schwartz Dafna, Prof.
Ben Gurion University
Israel
313 Thu_4_Room TC.5.01
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Affiliation</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Room and Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Schwärzler</td>
<td>Marion Cornelia, Ms</td>
<td>WifOR GmbH</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Fri_1_Room TC.4.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sebastian</td>
<td>Raquel, Ms</td>
<td>University of Salamanca</td>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>Thu_2_Room TC.3.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Šebová</td>
<td>Miriam, Ms</td>
<td>Technical University of Košice</td>
<td>Slovakia</td>
<td>Thu_1_Room TC.4.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sedlacek</td>
<td>Sabine, Dr.</td>
<td>Modul University Vienna</td>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>Thu_2_Room TC.4.02, Thu_3_Room TC.5.01, Thu_3_Room TC.4.02, Chair Fri_1_Room TC.4.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senturk</td>
<td>Aylin, Ms</td>
<td>Yildiz Technical University</td>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>Thu_4_Room TC.4.04, 301 Thu_4_Room TC.4.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serra</td>
<td>Sergio, Dr.</td>
<td>University of Cagliari</td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>Fri_1_Room TC.3.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serra</td>
<td>Mauricio, Prof.</td>
<td>University of Campinas</td>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>Thu_1_Room TC.5.14, 696 Thu_3_Room TC.3.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shefer</td>
<td>Daniel, Prof.</td>
<td>Technion - Israel Institute of Technology</td>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>835 Thu_3_Room TC.5.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shwartz</td>
<td>Assaf, Dr.</td>
<td>Technion</td>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>193 Wed_4_Room TC.4.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sievers</td>
<td>Luisa, Ms</td>
<td>Fraunhofer Institute for Systems and Innovation Research</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>517 Fri_1_Room TC.4.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sijtsma</td>
<td>Frans J., Dr.</td>
<td>University of Groningen</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>645 Fri_2_Room TC.3.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sikora-Fernandez</td>
<td>Dorota, Dr.</td>
<td>University of Lodz, Management Faculty</td>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>962 Fri_1_Room TC.5.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silveira Neto</td>
<td>Raul, Prof.</td>
<td>Federal University of Pernambuco</td>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>327 Thu_3_Room TC.4.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simon Perez</td>
<td>Hipolito Jose, Mr</td>
<td>University Of Alicante</td>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>932 Wed_2_Room TC.4.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simonen</td>
<td>Jaakko, Dr.</td>
<td>Oulu Business School / University of Oulu</td>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>115 Fri_3_Room TC.3.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simpson</td>
<td>Helen, Prof.</td>
<td>University of Bristol</td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>662 Wed_2_Room TC.3.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sinisterra</td>
<td>Guillermo, Mr</td>
<td>CESA</td>
<td>Colombia</td>
<td>194, Chair Fri_2_Room TC.4.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sinozic</td>
<td>Tanja, Dr.</td>
<td>Institute for Technology Assessment, Austrian Academy of Sciences</td>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>944, Chair Fri_1_Room TC.5.14, Chair Fri_2_Room TC.4.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siranova</td>
<td>Maria, Ms</td>
<td>University Of Economics In Bratislava</td>
<td>Slovakia</td>
<td>889 Thu_3_Room TC.5.14, 696 Thu_3_Room TC.3.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siserova</td>
<td>Monika, Ms</td>
<td>Technical University of Kosice</td>
<td>Slovakia</td>
<td>86 Wed_4_Room TC.4.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Institution</td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slozko Olena</td>
<td>Prof.</td>
<td>Institute of Forecasting and Economy NAS Ukraine</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smekalova Lenka</td>
<td>Ms</td>
<td>Tomas Bata University in Zlin; IČ70883521 Czech Republic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smit Martijn</td>
<td>Dr.</td>
<td>Utrecht University</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snickars Folke</td>
<td>Prof.</td>
<td>Department of Urban Planning and Environment Sweden</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sofianou Paraskevi-Kali</td>
<td>Ms</td>
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